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OHA.P'1'ER I

Introductory Remarks
The Church has been endeavoring tor a long time to oonvinoe and to ake
educators aware ot the decisive oharacter ot early religious in£luence.
Pius X not only urged but insisted on the right ot ohildren to reoeive

Pope

Roll'

colmMlllion as soon as they were able to distinguish Euoharistic Bread troll ordin
ar;r bread.

Pope Pius XI in his encyclical letter, .Christian Education

quote. the words ot the Divine !&Uter:

"sutter

t.he

ot Youth"

little children to co_

unto Me."l our Lord had a .pecial tenderness and aftection tor ohildren.
beokoned the. to oome to Him.

we,

He

catholic eehloators, should by our oare and

time17 instruotion try to torm Christ m..elt in those regenerated 'b7 Baptism.
The treati8e on Christian eduoation ot Youth states two main obJective. ot
Chr1etian eduoation:

To torm the true ohristian and to tor. useful oitiHn8.

Pope Pius XII possessed a rare knowledge relati va to early christian for-

ma tion.

Hia wr1 tinga are repleta Wi th aphoris_ whioh psychology and pedagog)"

sustain, tor 8X&raple, ••• fta man's eduoation begins in the cradle, ..... that Chriet
ian education mat be oontinuou., permanent.. progres81ve undertaking.2

lllark X,

14.

Andre Boyer, "Pr1ary Religious Education and Primar.r teaohing," Shaping

- -----

The Christian Message, ad. Oerard 810y&n (New York, 19,8), p. 159.

....

.;.;--.....:::

1

2

Those who bear the weight of responsibility in early training are not ofte
conscious of the difficulty of their task.

ltany are still of the opinion that

serious educational activity should begin only after the age of reason.

Wever-

theless, a moral lite, and all the more a Christian, cannot bear fruit when
training in this field has been negleoted.

on

the other hand, the soiences,

practioal and concrete human experience and religious faith are in agreement
unanimously on the major importanoe ot the early years ot lite.

The biologists

psychologists, students of oharacter, philosophers, pedagogues, theologians,
and the popes reaffirm this statement.)
Purposes

~ ~

studT

This thesis has tor its aim the goal 1Ih1ch Pope Pius XI had in mind when
he defined the purpose ot Christian eduoation, "that the child be formed to
live a supernatural life in Christ ••• and to display it in all his actions."
A series ot guided activities in religion called WE LOVE 000 has been originated for kindergarten and primary children to serve as an instrument for
conveying to the ohild' 8 mind the lessons, in logical sequence, whioh must be
learned in preparation tor the reception ot religious truths.
The Guided Aotivities in Religion are meant to serve a8 a vital link be-

tween the teacher and the child, and his home, tor they are intended to belp
g1 ve parents a posi ti ve interest in the religious practices of their ohildren.

Every instruction and aotiv! ty in the workbook endeavors to show bearing

ot some point ot doctrine upon the life ot the child, and suggests how he is to
integrate it into his daily thought and conduct.

)Ybid., pp. 156-157.

p
3
Review

~

Related L1 terature

Investigat10n correlated with teaching religion to kindergarten children
haS been undertaken.

S1ster IIar7 Agnes Therese, DDf, bas written a book for

parents and teachers.

It contains not onl¥ a rather oomplete lite ot Christ,

but alao an explanation ot familiar pr&78rs, the rosary, the lIass, and JBaD7
points trom the catechism.

The Rev. Aloysius Heeg's, S.J., contribution con-

s1sts of picture rolla illustrating Picture Meditations.

Slster)(arie I_lda

i8 the editor of monthly publicationa including stories, poe_, songs and activities which children dearly love.

'!'he Rev. Daniel Lord is the author of brief

wall-told, and colorf'ully illustrated paper-eover booklets.

In general there

are booka, charts, filmstrips, magazines, and pamphlets to aid mothers or teach
era in imparting religious inetruction to small children.
'Method

---

In method and purpose, We Love God, Guided Activities in Religion, ditfers
.trOll

any other published aterial.

Guided Activities in Religion takes into

oonsideration the tact emphasized by great educators, that children have 87e.,
tongues, banda and teet, aa well as ear. J intellect and will as well as -JB017.
The beautiful illustrations in the workbook of Guided Activit1es appeal to the
e78J mald.ng-and-d01ng activit1e. give lite and variety to the rel1gion cla.s.
And telling the story aloud provides the shy child with an opportuni t7 to lose
himeelf in a character.

Finally, the cOl'l8tructed projects are carried into

the home where they are shared with the family and triends-therebT indireotl7
spreading the Word ot ODd.
Technisues
1.

Checking Yarious devices which .erve as incanti"•• tor practicing

virtue
)

...
2.

Coloring certain illustrations to indicate practice in virtue

3.

Maldng Booklets

4.

cut-outs and stand-ups with three dimensional etreets

,•

Mobiles and figures

6. Constructional projects
7.

Coloring pictures

8.

Panorama .et-up

9.

Jlanipulative moveable figures and objects

10.

3Urprue boxes

11.

Triptychs

12 •

Center pieces

1).

Pop-ups

14..

Cutting and folding

1,.

Retelling

~

dramatiaation

Underetandi!1§ Human Jlature
His Holiness, PopeP1ue

nI ,

delivered a scientlfic and theological

speech betore the ImIbers of the ntth International Congress on Ps7OhotberapY'
and Clinical Pa;rchology, and vigorously brought out the idea that an JlU8t be
considered as a whole.
and supernatural in sna

Four _in points stressed the vi tal un1 t7 of the natural

Man is a pqch1c unit, a structured unit, a soclal

Innit, and a transcending un! t.
The psychologiSts, biologists, sociologists, and PS;yohoanal1'at8 have expressed their vi.... about the development ot the human offspring.

B.r'rirtue ot

the undeniable parallelism existing between ps;yohologioal evolutlon and the orjgan1c evolution, or the influence ot enviroDll8nt, these acientists have cla1_d

iN
S
priori ty' upon one of the psychio d;ynaais_.

These

~mio

torces ruy be in the

soul, or in man; theY' are detinite17 not the soul and not the man.

These ener-

gies are oomprised of considerable int.ensi ty and exert pressure on a g1ven activity, but this does not mean that they compel it.

It must be remembered that

nature has entrusted their direction to the spiritual soul.
chological unit, is endowed with intelligence and will.
of governing· these energie..
be to

Man, who is a psy-

Hormally- man ia capabl.

To depriva the soul of ita oentral position would

dertr onthological and psychic r8a11 ty •

Man

is a unit struotured in itaelf:

"Man ooncrete and real; not as -.n in

the abstract... We oan establish a certain parallelism 'between organic evolutioJ
and psychological and social evolution.
denote idanti ty.
ute.

But this quality ot s1milar1 ty does noi

The activa principle is superior to all we meet in an1al

A child's intelleotual development does not belong in the s . . category

of training whioh consists in strengthening in him conditioned retlexes.

'!'he

child's action anticipates the efforts an adult makes to help him aoquire certain knowledge.

His imitation is not mechanical.

It cona1ats ot tree, intell1

gent action, his spin tual soul, on which the structure of the whole man d.ependl •
'the child, the adole.cent, the youth, and the adult are all influenced by
environment.

However, we JIIlst be on guard against those who tend to exaggerate

the 1mportance of society in relation to the human person.
emplifies this _aggeration.

Soviet pedagogy ex-

It proclailll8 the incomparable etfectiveneas ot

the 8001al factor upon moral eduoation as the end in view for both the family
and the individual.

The sooial unit as a moral oriterion is a talse conclusion

The tendency of man as a "transcending unit" is a mysterious dynamism.

!h

natural and supernatural knowledge of God do not prooeed trom the unconscious

p
6
or subconscious, but from a clear and certain knowledge ot God by' means ot His
natural and supernatural revelation.
The death and resurrection ot Christ were absolutely necessary to merit t
lite we receive at Baptism.

While striving to put on, Christ, we remain the offspring ot man

ed nature.
tainted

qy

This lite must complete the conquest of our wound-

original sin.

It is imperative that educators know about the growth at a bod;y to wh10h
soul i8 un1 ted, about the various torces of the soul) that thq posse.s

autti-

cient knowledge ot the structured, individual, and social units to be able to
cooperate with the sanctifying action at the HolT Spirit. 4
Education ~ ! PtUlosophl

2.!. ~

The goal ot intellectual and moral tormation is:

To be acquainted with

God, to know Him, to be conversant with His ways, and to share His outlook.

In

order to achieve these goals we must illJ)&rt a proper understanding ot God, 111ways, and His purposes.

views of God.
phy'.

We will then see the world right, tor we will have the

It is part ot the educational process to impart auch a philoso-

The true educator aims to acquire the art ot imparting to his students

this acqua1ntanahip in order to develop and deepen it.
mean that one i8 acquainted with God when t.he words

It does not necessar1lT

ot the cateeM,. are learn-

ed by heart, or even the science at theology has been mastered.
the truths of ta1 th comes tt> us in a thousand subtle ways.
things is necessary.

A sound philosophy

or

Right knowledge of

at lite will determine whether one'e

views otQod are right or wrong.'

4BoTer,

Knowledge

pp. 150-160.

$Edward teen, What Is Education? (lew York, 1944), p. 201.

p
7
In our modern terminology, philosophy ot education connotes the application ot the principles ot a philosophy ot lite to the work or education.

It i.

the delibera.te a.nd. systematic influence exerted l:rf the mature person upon the
It otters a detinite set ot prin-

immature through instruction and disCipline.

oiples and a soale ot values tor each division ot the entire tield ot education
It seeks the ultimate cause ot all things.

Since material things are subject

to change, education has a need ot guideposts by whioh to direct its aotiviti8s
For these guideposts it must go to philosophy.

However, the human mind, being

confined wi thin certain lim! ta is exposed to many .rrors and 1s ignorant ot
many things.

The Christian tai th is the unfailing mistress ot truth, and tho••

who, to the study

ot philOttophy unite obedience to the Christian taith, are

philo80phers indeed.
It is true that trom one's philosophy ot lite oomes philosophy ot education.

ay his own philosophy one will measure the values and estimate the signi-

ticance ot man, nature, reality, societT, morality, and democracT.
ly our own philosophy' influences those with whom we come in contact.

UnconsciousIt is tor

us to choose the principles which will enable us to reach our goal and dest1n,yand to help others to reach their goals.
plation is the highest torm ot prayer.

our

theology informa us that conte...

:Meditation involves retlection; ooncen-

trated attention to an idea made the saints.

All these terms _an thinldDl--a

philosophy ot lite that may be applied to education.

'!'he Guided Activities, at

the tormative stage, aspire to inculcate reneotion and to initiate the child

to this beautiful torm ot pra;yer.
Education that is Christian is education tor lite.

Individual growth 1s

developed through education whose processes bring changes which make us what we

iii

8

are.

It is the resultot self-activit7.

ing to what someone is saying.
and strict discipline.

It does not result from mere listen-

Nor i8 it brought about by the proce8s ot stern

It is the exeroise ot onets own powers to aoquire a

;fuller measure of the truth and a deeper love of Ood.
to olusrooms.
stances,

Education i8 not contin84

It goes on constantly through lite under all possible circum-

It i8 an active, not a passive, process; it is something that the

learner does for himself under the direction and guidance ot teachers.

It is

aocomplished by means of selt-aotivity; theretore, as the child live8 with his
teachers and !'riends in a stimulating environment, he matures and is in need ot
experienoes that challenge his thinking and stimulate oreative re8pones8 in
words and in manual skills.

Through aotive participation in the group, he de-

velops appreciation tor his own work and tor that ot others.

There i8 a need

for an organized, pre-planned program which nll provide available materials
that can stimulate interest in and develop readiness tor later learning.

is

~

Tha,

most at the objectives chosen tor the Guided Aotivities include a varie-

t7 ot group activities.

Among the most valuable study' teohniques at any level

are recognition of a purpose, analysis of a problem, individual or oooperat1ve
planning of means and solution, judging material and ideas, carrying through a
plan decided upon.

All these should be a part of most activities on any level.

The second point to oonsider is sooial progress.

Character manitests it-

self in the manner in which a person acts in respeot to the 8i tnationa that pre
sent themselves in daily' living.

OUr conduot in various relations with others

proves and indicates the soope of our knowledge, our attitudes and habits.
The various relationships make constant demands on our thinking, teeling, and
oapaoities for action.

If we protess to be Ohristians, we must respond to the

jiii
9
baSic relationships which condition our life as Christ did.
still this ideal into those entrusted to our care.

We must also in-

It is our obligation to ill-

part knowledge of Qod in such a way as to reveal the love of Qod for His creatures and His title to their affection.

The younger the child is, the more

,ucessful is the attempt.
At an early age the chilcb:'en should be taught to acquire the habits, the
ideas, and the attitudes they need tor life in society.

They lII.1st come to

understand social living and what it demands of the individual.
home and the Church lay lasting foundationa tor this practice.
school has a major part in guidance.

Of course, the

However, the

In a Catholic school the first duty ot

th~

teacher is to open to the ohild the fields ot d1vine knowledge ot God and the
truths of faith.
suit of knowledge.

The school also helps to master a number of skills in the pur
Yet, we are not concerned with knowledge alone.

must attempt to strengthen the will.

The teacbel

She does this by her own example and seta

up ideals by examples ot Christlike living.

The teacher is a powerful 1ntluenc

in forming the ohild's love tor the true, the good, and the beautiful.

Her in-

terpretations, oolltl'D8nts and behaviour bear witnes8 to her own feelings, which
are assimilated by the child.

This is why a sound philosophy' i8 essential.

The first five years ot the ohild'. lite are BlOst important.

The train-

ing is 80 enduring that in that time teachers are able to determine how pupils
will get along 111 th others.

Since e:motional matun ty does not come automati-

cally when childhood is lett behind, the teacher should be aware ot the importance ot training.

Knowledge, self-control, and breadth of mnd .., increase

wi th added years, but the ability to acquire them and the proper acceptance

such growth have their beginnings in the nursery.

ot

Since emotional _tur1 ty is

ji
10
not inborn but developed, the teacher has a tremendOU8 responsibility.

SChool

can provide vi tal experiences tor children to acquire emotional maturity and to
absorb proper attitudes toward individuals and society.

For this reason most

at the objeotives ohosen tor the Guided Activities deal with partioipation,
activity, and social contact.
PSYCHOLOGY AND EllJCA.1ION

General Paychololl
Psyoholoa in its widest sense is a study of the laws
cable to educative process.

ot Mnta! lite appli

It concentrates and lays special emphasis on the

process or emotional, intellectual, and moral development.

It is concerned

with the behaviour proble. and habits which are significant tor educational
progress.

This process aims at developing an individual, involving all that

goes on in lite, inside and outside of school.

It i8 concerned with the _tho

at learning--especially during school years and under school oand! tiona.

It i8

not identical with the proble. ot teaching-ita problem is how to learn.

In

tbis phase it is ooncerned with reasoning, memoq, and perception.

SWnmar1aing

we would S&7 that this includes the activity and development of mind to attain

ends prescribed by educational psyohology.
Since the child is entrusted to us at a tormative stage, the instruotional
procedures and methoda-ot-learning procedures will guide

U8

in molding the indi

vidual according to the established principles at Catholio education.
science will aid us in understanding indivicbals and group..

This

It is therefore

imperative that the teacher haTe knowledge ot the problell8 at behaviour and
learning, especially ot individual difterences.

Yet, wherever the development

ot the individual is studied, it should be in terms

or

his social situation.

•
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'fhe purpose of education is to promote the development ot the well-integra ted
person, capable ot exercising such responeibill ty in sooieV as hiB powera
.llow.

This implies that there 1s a need to study the psychology of peraonal1t

in order to understand the development of individual di fferences, and social
in1'luence.
Educational Ps,ychology
The primary concern ot educational psychology is the application of the
scientific knowledge concerning human personality to the process ot teaching.
Accordingly, 1t seeks to provide an understanding both ot the learning and ot
the process

ot instruction and train1ng

the learner are directed.

by whioh the growth and development

ot

This involves the selection and organization ot ....

tariale, techniques, and principles within the entire .field of psychology which
have a praotical bearing upon the development ot children.
It is not enough to have materials alone.
have i deaa to express.
them.

To be creative, children

JIIlSt.

They have to get impreSSions betore they oan interpret

They will feature the things they know best.

A common experience, such

as a walk in the park, will produoe a wide varietT of responees.

This i. be-

oause each child interprets this experience in the light ot his

e»m background.

Regardless ot wbat the children produce, they must reel that the adults
and the older children in their lite sincerely appreciate their efforts.
Obvious disapproval, amusement, or criticism expressed by adults can kill the
child •s enthusiaSM tor his work.

Tensions can arise because of the intense

effort applied in trying to produce Bomething too difficult tor him.
Children should find their experiences in aotivi ty groups with the teacher
extremely satisfying.

The children working independently should not disturb

;4
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the others and should find real ploasure and satisfaction in completing a planned project.

It is With these ends in view that the Guided Activities were or-

ganized, planned and developed.
social and Psychological Dr1 ves
Social and psychological moti YeS are seemingly behind most of the behavior
patterns among people whose physioal needs are well satisfied.

The craving tor

affeotion, for a feeling of personal worth, for sooial approval, tor a respecte
place in a group provide direction for striving •. Prescott groups psychological
needs into two classes.
These needs are olassified as social needs, the need tor a unified personali ty, and the need for a heal thy self-picture.

'!'hese needs together with the

psychological needs determine what we do and also what we will learn most readConsequently, we will readily learn tbat whioh helps us to meet our vari-

ily.

ous needs and be indifferent to those wbioh do not.

Emotional and behavior die

orders result when we fail to develop the kinds of behavior that satisf.y social
ego, and integrative needs.
struotive

~s

Thus by aiding children to learn positive, con-

to meet their needs, teachers prevent disoipline problema.

Social approval ia one ot the most predominant motives which results from
a desire ot parental approval.

tater this moti.ve is generalized to a desire tm

approval trom his age mates in 8chool.

Qregariousness, another ps;ychological

motive, is olosely related to the motive ot social approval.

The motive tor

dominance or prestige is baaed on the need tor 800ial status and is 010Se17
allied to both the gregarious motive and the tendency to appeal to a superior
agent.

pp~

Conformity 18 the end product ot social motiv•• 6

6 Wil.liam O. Vora. and G. Max Wingo, P8yCholou ~ 'feaobi5 (Chioago, 19"

4.3<>-4.32.

I

•
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The philosophical, psychological, and sociological aspects discussed prove
that a man is not just a bundle of motives or drives.
a uni ty • Ite behaves u a whole.

He 18 always an organism

It is imperative for the teacher to be aware

of this so that she ma7 not set a higher aspiration than the individual can
normally achieve.
CHARACTER EOOCATION

Definition
What he does helps us to know and appreciate the character of a man.

W.

are prorM to assume that the worde in 1fhich he expresses his vips, aims, and

sentiments, will conform with his ac tions •

However, experience teaches us that

many aen fail to act in accordance with their declared principles.

dispositions and thoughts are realq terll1nated with his deeds.

The true

It include. alJ

movements, gestures, expressions, looka, postures, and his behaviour in various
situations-in short, all the factors that go to make up the general term "conduct", for the basis of the estimation of oharacter. 7
Natural Virtues and Character
There is a theological principle the. t the supernatural is not opposed
to the natural, but presupposes it, perfecta it, and elevates it. The
supernatural al'flf&18 implies the natural, and necessitates natural virtue
as the _dium through whioh it functions. All virtues, even the supernatural, are in root and in tunotion, natural virtues. We begin with
the natural virtues, and build upon them. 8
For oharaoter formation .e are to enoourage our 70uth to cultivate the
natural virtues, and upon theae to engraft the oorresponding Christian virtue ••
Virtue, whether it be natural. or supernatural, needs definite instruction.

7audolph Allers,

!!:!! Pqoholoq ~

It

Character (NeW York, 1939), p.'.

8Jobn T. Vc)labon, Building Character

!!£! Within

(tilwa.ukee" 1940), p. 2$.

is also important that the child be in a state ot readiness or interest for the
acquiring of the good habit.

In the Quided Activities, motivation and presen-

tation aim to sorve this purpose.

These two phasos aim to interest the child

and to make him eager to follow the saints in imitation, for he sees that the
ideal is possible.

It the child desires, voluntarily accepts, and strives to

live out the virtue, character is formed.

An important point to remember is

that all religious education is selt-education, and all selt-education demands
personal liberty and freedom to make a choice.
and serciae.

The next step requires practice

Knowledge is necessary, but it is not aufficient. 9

Character Built1ine;

!!! ~ !!2!!

)(ost parente desire their children to possess characteristics that would
bring forth worthy citizens for God and country.

They do not desire the _ter-

ial goods ot wealth, fame, and power as the prima:ry end.

Rather the)" want thea

to experience the joy ot a congenial home, ot clean and wholesome recreations.
The)" wish their children to be worth,y participators in the welfare or their
COllml1ni ty

and country.

Thue plana 'f1JIJ.'T be realized through character toration

Trust.worthiness, cooperation, and a desire to share responsibilities are
qualities that can become habits when the child is young.

Trustworthiness and

reliability can be developed in homes where fair dealing and straighttorwardnes
aro accepted as standard in every day living.
by being patient and sympathetic.

Parents can foster these traits

Oooperation is gained through practice in

helpfulness, sharing, in learning to work with others.

The very 'organization

of the home demands that he share responsibility and cheerful cooperation in a1:
family activities.

He learns that love, obedienoe, and sacrifice are essential

9Ibid., pp. 26-30.

to his own happiness and that of others.

The foundationa of the practice ot

chari ty and justice to all men is learned in his own fMily'.

He notes the prac

tice of justice, courtesy, patience, and other desirable habits by parent.,
brothers, and sisters in every day circu.taneea, and thue tin"- a pattern for
his own living.

Lessons in democracy merge and expand trom cooperation in ta....

ily lite to relations with each member ot the Ichool.

!he les80M extend fur-

ther where be is taught to have no prejudices againatt an;y class ot people.

Be

gains a de.ire to promote the spiritual and phTsical weltare ot others.
oourtesy is one ot the attributes of the true follower ot our Blessed Lord

The little

ODeS

are never too young to learn the oourtesies ot deportment that

produce good manners.

L1 ttle kindnesses shown to others are the essence ot

poll teneS8.

This is inculcated when parents encourage oourteq to members ot

the tamil,...

Lite is made up, not ot great sacrifices or dUties, but ot little

things.10
The 'WOrk in character education 1I\1st be a cooperative atfair.
quired in the home DIIlst function in the school.
without d1rect help, they acquire them through

Ideals ac-

Ohildrendo not aoquire habits

da1l¥ practioe. For this

reuo~

an opportunity between school and home is provided in the projects and Guided
Activities.

These are brought home and shared by the tam1.ly.

For the teast ot the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, the children are
urged to show the picture of vary to their parents, to tell the story, and to
sing the Happy Birthday song to lfar7.
the

nng,

After conatructing a picture of Chriet

the children are asked to take the picture home and to place 1 t on

10Agnes Bo;ysen, First Thin~ Fir.t (Chicago, 1938), pp. 135-149.
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the television set, radio, or table.
all of Christ the King.

1be motive behind this is to remind thea

The Infant of Prague cut-outs provide not only a con-

struction tor the child, but also two extra holT cards:
and the other tor the father.

One tor the mother

At Christmas time, three decorati01l8 depicting

the Christ Child are cut out to be hung on the tree

Wi til

instructions to place

the Christ Child in the middle ot the tree where all may see it.

Noah f • ark

suggests that they not only tell the sto17 to their parents, but alao show thell
how the elephants marched in, how the bears walked in, and how the birds flew
into the ark.
cl08ed.

A tryptyoh represents a tabernacle whoBe doors maT be opened aDd

Mother and father are asked to open the tabernacle door to lee Jesue

smiling and then to close it.

'ather will also want to open the door in order

to see Jews.
The parent-teacher relationship is strenghtened, tor the school is the extension ot the home.

It is the place where, b1 building on what the parent haa

begun, we continue to cooperate with divine grace in forming truly perfect

Christians.
by Christ

The teacher haa the aost intimate share in the first ma.ndate given

to the t1rst bishops ot His Church to go and teach.

~
------------------------------------------------------~
CHAPTER II
THE TEACRING

Presenting Religious Truths

~

or

RELIGION

Children

The method used in the Guided Activities presents the matter in a manner
oonformable to the learning process that goes on in the child's mind, and it
The instruction 1s divided into (1) the

resembles somewhat the r.l1nich vethod.

presentation of the doctrine or the facts involved, (2) their explanation or
meaning, (3) their particular apPlication to the lives ot the particular group
of persons addressed.

Its three teaching steps correspond, respectivelT, to

the three learning steps:

(1) apprehension through sight, hearing, etc., (2)

understanding through the intellect and (3) the DX>ral practice or etfort ot
will, including a motive for action. ll
For a concrete example, we illustrate a lesson procedure relative to the
dogma of the Immaculate Conception.

An interesting introduotion leads into th

first step, the presentation ot the matter.

The little ones become acquainted

wi th Bernadette, and at this point the teacher displaya a picture deplcting

saint at the grotto.

The fact that vary loved Bernadette is also brought out.

However, another important phase i8 made olear to the children.
alao loved Mary.

t

Bernadette

She otten thought ot the heavenly Queen and gave Her a gitt

by saying the rosary.

The feeling is mutual and reciprocal.

In the direct

presentation the explanation correlates with the understanding when the incident ot the apparition is explained.

The dogma is set forth in simple worda

IlJohn I. Sharp, Teaching and Preachin~ Religion to Children (lfew York,19)6 ,

pp.

47-48.
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ea8ily comprehended by __11 children.
)(ary was born without original sin.

-I am the Immaculate Conception" means

For emphasis and clearer conception, the

story of catherine Laboure 1s presented.

The words that catherine aaw in a

frame around vary were I "0 vary, conceived without original ain, pray tor us
who have recourse to Thee."

It is then explained that. t.hese words _an the

,ame ast "I am t.he Immaculate Conception."
The particular application, consisting of the fooral practice and motive
for action, culminates in a practical application where the child ia encourqe
to look at t.he large Bl8dal which he has constructed and to think how IIar1' came
to Bernadette and Catherine.
invocation to indicate that

They are also instructed to circle a 8tar at e
&

prayer has been recited.

The instruction ends

wi th: "Love val"7 and J4ar.Y will love you too."
~ ~

£.!

Prazer ~ Little ~

What 18 prayer?

The catechism detines it as "the rai8ing ot our lIinda

and hearts to Qod" tor four purpose8:

to adore Him; to thank Him tor benefitsJ

to ask His forgi venoss J to beg ot Him all the grace8 we need, whether tor aoul
or body.

One t'IIJJ.'7 wonder it it is possible to explain prayer and the tour P'lr-

poses to a little child.
Prayer is conversation with God.

Children do not tind it difficult to

talk to their parent., to tell them their joys, sorro1f8, and the happenings

the day.

ot

They are eager to relate in minute detail the events ot the dq in

sohool, and the happenings in t.he family circle.

usually 'ather has

to sit

down and listen to an eager recital of everything that has happened in the l ..t
twenty-tour hours.
So in like manner prayer ought to be tun too, because here we have an

19
opportuni ty to talk as we like.
'1'h18 is a wonderful opportunitY' to utilize the child and father relation-

ship in explaining what praY'er i81
four affections of prayer:

talking to God, our heavenly 'ather.

The

love, thanksgiving, sorrow, and pet1tion, are to

in the child' fJ daily intercourse 111 th his parents.

When prayer 1. explained in

this taanner and concrete examples given, the erroneous oonclu8ion that prayer
is a concentration ot petition i. prevented.
There are numerous inoidents which oocur during the day_pre8sing a child'
love for its father and the father'8 love for the ohild that J'JIIA'7 be oorrelated
in teaching love of our heavenly Father.

Little words of oourtesy like "Plea.e

and "Thank You" blend harlIloniouely in practioing thankfulne88 to Ood.

Sorrow

for haVing offended a good father ldth a sinoere promise to amend, oorrelate.
wi th the act

ot oontri tiOD and amendment for having offended God. In tact,

night prayers with an examination of oonscience, and a promise to do better the
next day, i8 putting the theory into practice. 12
\'hese beautiful 8entiments are presented to the child on his own level.
and tor a practical application we add:
lOU

JIar;y

thanked God for everything.

])0

ever thank God for the birds, nower8, trees, fruit, and vegetables, tor

the sky, JQOOn, stars, hills, and mountains?

1)0

you ever think ot thankingQod

for MOther and father, sisters, and brothers; tor your dear Gudarian Angel; tor
your beautiful soul that will never diet
Provoldng thought que8tions make8 the child aware that Qod 1s hi8 loving
Father Who provides for all hi8 needs.
loving confidence in God.

This give. him a sense of dependence ot

The most natural and spontaneoU8 outburst is sorrow

120hild Psychology and Religion (New York, 1937), pp. 6-11.
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and repentance when we hurt such a good God.
Praying for various intentions and including everyone playa a vital part
in aiding a child to understand his part in the )(ystical Body of Christ.

Mar7

Reed Newland effectively illustrates this point with the following statement:
"Gradually the child will begin to see himself as a member, to see that on him
also .•• rests the burden of continuing the work of redemption, saving souls of
all men and restoring the world to Christ. Hl)
The projects in the GUided Activities aim to cultivate familiar int&rcour
with God.

We build the supernatural on the natural.

cited from st. Therese's life.
known

A practical example is

the pupils are told that Little Therese i8

as the saint ot Love because she loved God very much.

three years old, she began to practice loving God.

When she was onl.7

She repeated, "God I love

you •• Qed, I love You." We explain that God is very pleased 1f1 th this kind ot
prayer.

We encourage them to say it over and over until their wole idea ot

God is bound inseparably to their love for Him.
"And thank you tor ••• " each time a different blessing is mentioned to ake
the children aware that their world is tull of blessings straight from the hand
of God.

The VG17 first lesson introduces Mal7 because it is through Her that

God gave the world Jesus Christ, the Redeemer.
twofold benediction:

Gratitude 1s due to God tor the

the root of Jesse and ber unblemished Offspring.

The surprise packages contain gifts for Jfary.
thinld.ng ot Ma.ry and expressing gratitude:

Each gitt is presented b7

"Thank You, God, tor oreating Mary.

a special practice is devoted to instilling gratitude.

13vary Reed Newland,

!!! ~ ~ children

In the Queen ot Spring

(lew York, 19S4), pp. lS-21.

..,..--:"
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unit, )(ary, }lother of the creator, brought forth into the world the Creator
Himself.

In return, His masterpiece, the QUeen, glorified God in the work ot

Ris creation.

st. John of the Cross has a beautiful tribute to lary:

"The

woods and thickets, meadow of verdure enameled 'With flowers, creatures great
and small, reminded Her of Him who scattered a thousand graces and His glance
alone clothed them with beauty ••14

---- - -----

--

The Use ot the .Bible in Religious Education

....-

We cannot do better than use the words and events of scripture to. teach.
Therefore, we should use stories from the Bible to illustrate God's love tor
them and as examples of how we should live.

The Old Testament must be studied

because it is the tutor leading us to Christ.
The GUided Activities seek to develop various prinoiples, practices, attitudes, and effective conduct in daily living.

They aim at the developmental or

i\mctional approach whose aim is to etfect actual adjustments of personal and
social living in some definite respect.

The stories and illustrations present

activities which are appropriate and evoke corresponding performance.
teaching valuGs are tocused upon effecting the personality.

Their

Their goal is to

help all to live the Bible way, and to promote growth toward the objectiftS ot
Christian education.
The Bible is a storehouse of teaching values where leaders and aamers
are aided at redirecting human experience in the Christian way; means of traMmi tting and receiving particular grace; and transfusing Spirit into spirit.

The traditional or factual type of education also plays a vital part, for

14John of the Cross, Saint.

216-220.

Spiritual canticle, II, Weatminister, 1946,

",--

--------------------------------------------------------------~
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it emphasizes transmissive preparation for life.

This approach is important

because it deals more largely in racial heri tage.

It endeavors to transmit t

achievements of race in knowledge, practice, and value--aesthatic, moral and
spiritual.
These two types of education differ as to the use each makes of content.
nevelopmentalists are more concerned wi th techniques than content; trad1 tiona!
iets deal primarily With substance.
procedures as well as objectives.

Consequently, these outlooks determine
The former use content in a tunctional form

by more or les8 immediate utilization.

The latter use it in a logical form, to

be mastered and later utilized when the need arises.

However, each approach

has in view its helpfulness for Christian fa! th living .15
In the Guided Activities emphasis is placed on the factual approach which
takes on the character of the workshop way where learning is accomplished by
actually doing under guidance.
forming activity.

The focus is upon the pupil's learning and per-

The major principle of procedure is to use the biblical

teaching values in the actual experience of living.
MOral Instruction

The Church is the great moral teacher of mankind.
Himself to teach all nations to lead them to salvation.

She was sent by Christ
Since the moral law

treats of man's actions, its duty is to lay down principles of conduct.

It is

like a compass which directs our actions and enables us to work out our last
end.

We are particularly concerned with moral teaching or moral theology,

because in our character formation the emphasis is on cultivating virtues in

15Ral ph D. Heim, "The Use of the Bible in Religious Education, It Religious
Education, ed. Marvin J. T~lor (New York, 1960), pp. ,4-59.
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order to direct us to serve ("JOd and to show us how to live with our fellowmen.
It is of interest also because moral teaching pertains only to the tree-nIl
actions of man and to the Christian virtues.

In the Guided Activiti.es all prac-

tices are on a voluntary basis.
Besides presenting the positive approach in treating morals, teaching is
utilized.
tructions

In addi ticn to setting forth the moral truth, explanatioll8 and ins&1'0

truth clearer.

provided.

Principles of philosophy are applied to make the moral

storiss have been chosen to tit particular moral truths. 16 The

story of Joseph and his coat of -IV' colors helps the ohildren realize the
truth that forgiveness is pleasing to God.
over those who love Him.

Finally it proves how God watches

To reenforce this teaching the story of Moses illus-

trates the efficacy of prayer and shows the children how God takes care of all
those who call on Him for help.
The teaoher's attitude toward ethics is very important.

It should be ani-

mated and confident, so that her classes can abound in animation and in confidence.

Jlany have false impressions that moral lessons are given to reform

children because they- are bad.

The opposite is true.

!he

teacher tries to

find out and reverence the characteristic goodness of each child in the clusroom" because each child is a child of promise.
mate knowledge of the child.

However, this requires inti-

It i8 also essential to know the characteristics

of a given age of the individual boy or girl.

Oonsequently, a study ot the

interests ot this age level underlies the ethical teaching in the QuidedActiv1
ties.

The aim or ethical teaching is to give and to control the motive-power;

16Roderick 1lacEachen" Morul Series, (West Virginia., 1916), pp 1-5.

..
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to make what is best tor the child

pate in the various activities.

80

inviting that he will be eager to partlci-

Finally, this desire terminates in actions in

school and outside classes because the right act is what he truly wants.
Among the best in ethical meaning are the B1ble stories.

ror example, the

stories ot Daniel, lI08es and Noah are better ethical teachers than any sermon,

tor they are the character in action. Equal in value are the graphio incidents
from the lives ot the saints.

These portray loyalty, self-control, and heroism.

Ylhat child does not grasp the conviction that Blessed Joseph Herman made a great
sacrifice to prove his love for Mary when he took out his big red apple, the
only food he had tor his dinner, and lilted the shiny fruit for lIarY to take as
he knelt in front ot the statue? The children are breathless with joy at the
thought that Vary stooped down and took the apple from Blessed Joseph Herman.
His heart sang l¥1th happiness, even if he did not have an apple for lunch that
day • Truly, moral teaching is as wide and thrilling as life i teelf .17

-

Christ OUr Model
In the encyclical Christian Education

2! Youth,

Pope Pius II say-s t

"The

proper and immediate end of Christian education is to cooperate with divine
grace in forming the true and perfect Christian, that is to form Chri8t Himselt
in tho.e regenerated b,y Baptism ••• in accordanoe with the example and teaching
of Christ." Who is lIlOre worthy of imitation than Christ Hi_elt? Therefore, it
is imperative that the teacher try to instill a personal love tor Jesus in the
hearts ot her pupils.

In order to accomplish this we must try to give them an

intimate knowledge ot Jesus, for this leads to a personal love ot Him.

1711la Lyman e&bot, Ethics For Children (Chicago, 1910), pp. XIV-XII.

.,
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A kindergarten or primar,y teacher makes good advantage of pictures to illustrate her point.

Children may look at a picture wi thout observation unless

we set them to something to observe.

In the Guided Activities we encourage die

oussion, help them to feel the atmosphere, and project them to the day and
place, and join those who surround our Lord.
Jesus, we

tr.r

young ohild.

In the story of the Childhood ot

to make the ohildren aware ot the tact that Jesus was once a
The entire story is told in pictures.

'!'he ohild follows the se-

quenoe of the story by examining the illustrations, commenting upon incidents,
and. drawing conclusions.

We cite a few examples:

What do you suppose Jesus

put into His pan to teed tho 11ttle chickens? What did Jesus cut out? Guess
where they found Him.? What was he doing?

Tbeproject correlates with saint

Joseph actually makes one reel as if he were a witness at the carpenter shop.
Note the following demonetration:
Jesus a 11 ttle to the side.
Jesus.

Let us put Saint Joseph here and IJ.tUe

I will pretend that I am Saint Joseph speaking to

"Little One, may I please have a hammer?"

Jesus answers.

"Yes, here is your hammer,"

Can't you almost hear Saint Joseph say, "Thank you, Jesus."?

18ucuahon, pp. 98-102.

CHAPrER III
TRACHEItiS GUIDE FOR WE LOVE GOD

'!'he Purpose of the Teacher I s Guide

-

-----

*'

Each lesson plan in the Teacher's Guide is designed to help the teacher
useR LOVE GOD in such a way that every child may achieve the richest possible
learning and understanding trom these tour units.

The many suggestions tor

group and individual activity can be adapted to meet the needs ot varying degrees ot maturity.
Division

~

contents

!WO distinct divisions comprise the guided activities:

and Constructional Projects.

Practices in Virtue

The tormer endeavors to instill Chr1st11kenesa in

the child, while the latter provides cut-out atand-ups to portray vividly religious stories and to bring the word ot God into the home.

For this reuon 8im-

ple passages from Sacred Scripture are trequently quoted.
Each plan is divided into tour parts:
Objectives
Motivation
Presentation
Practical Application
Units
Four uni t8;

Lite of the Blessed Virgin, Lite ot Christ, t1 ves of the

Saints, and Old Testament Stories were selected to aid the child to know, love,
and live his religion.

The major feasts ot the Blessed Virgin Mary are correla-

26
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The major teasts ot the Blessed Virgin Mary are correlated

live his religion.
wi th the aim

ot implanting virtue; events trom the Lito ot Christ are arranged

according to the Liturgical oyole; incidents appealing to little children bave
been considered in selecting lives ot the saints J and stories chosen from the
Old Testament are those Within the comprehension of the child.
Vethoda

2!. Approach

'Methods of approach and technique are in imitation ot st. Thereaa, and
prescribe playful, attractive means by which to initiate the children in the
ways of sanctity.

The charming Saint wr1 tes t

IfEver,y day, theretore, I _de a

number of sacrifices and acts ot love, lfhich were to be transformed into so -1\1
flowers; violets, or roses, cornflowers, daisies, or forget-me-nots; in a word,
all nature's blossoms 'Were to torm Within .. a cradle tor the HolT Child.~

}leaning

2! symbols f

HEAVY BIACK LINE
BROKEN LIB
HEAVI BLACK DOT
PERFORA TED LINE ON PAGE

cut
told
punch tor hanging
tear out

~

...
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CHAPTER IV
VIRTUES IN PRACTICE--FEAS'T'S OF THE
Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Practice:
Subject:

BLESS~~1)

VIHGJ:N MARY

Instructions for Pages 1 and 2

To thank God for creating Mary.
"The nativity of Mary hath heralded joy to the world; for from

her hath risen the Son of Justice, Christ our Lord."l
The child Mary was born to two holy people, Joachim and Anne, both of whom
were faithful observers of the Jewish law.
The feast of the Nativity is of ancient origin, dating as far back as the
fourth century.
It is through Mary that God gave the world Jesus Christ, the Redeemer.
Gratitude is due to God for the twofold benediction: the root of Jesse and her
unblemished Offspring.
Motivation:
~~ary?
~\1ary

Here is a picture of Little Mary.

What is the girl bringing

How many candles do you see? What does this mean?
is happy and pleased?

Happy Birthday to her.

Why?

Do

you think that

Let us celebrate Mary's birthday by singing

When you go home today, tell your mother and father

about this picture, and ask them to sing the Happy Birthday song with you.
Perhaps your mother may even get a small cake.
you would for a birthday party.

Put some candles on it just as

Mary will smile and be very happy to see you

celebrate her birthday.

l(Mass of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary--Gradual.)
30

PI
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Presentation:

Mary was and will be different from all other children.

you see, she was born without original sin.

God planned it that way because

He knew that some day Mary was to be the Mother of God.

Later on, you will

hear the story of how Mary left her father and mother and went to live in the
Temple.

The other girls, living in the Temple learned to love Mary because

she was always kind, cheerful, and helpful.
On Mary's birthday, her friends surprised her with a gift, and sang the
birthday song to her.

This made

1~ry

happy.

All the angels were happy and said, "Look, there is the child Mary.
will be our Queen.

She is as 'fair as the Moon.'

She

She is as 'bright as the

sun.,2 We greet you and wish you a happy birthday."
Practical Application:
this picture.

I shall teach you how to playa little game with

During the day try to think of Mary and say, "Dear God, I thank

you for creating Mary."

You may say this prayer any time and anywhere--for

instance: walking horne, while playing outside, at school, or when you are resting.

Each time that you remember to do so, color one of Mary's birthday pre-

sents, or put a check mark near any box.
of Mary.

2

(cant. 6.9.)

This will mean that you have thought

32
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Instructions for Pages 9 and 10

Queen of the Holy Rosary
Practice:

Subject:

To pray for all members of the family.

For generations Mary has pleaded for and recommended the recita-

tion of the Rosary.

"We beseech God that meditating on these I1'\Ysteries of the

most Holy Rosary of the Blessed Virgin, we may both imitate what they contain
and obtain what they promise."l

Lovingly wreaths of lasting roses are placed

upon Mary's brow by obeying her plea.
Motivation:

OUr Heavenly Mother has many different names.

Sometimes she

is called Mother of Fair Love; other times, Queen of Heaven, or Morning Star.
Do you know which name is very pleasing to her?
Rosary.

It is:

Queen of the most Holy

Let me tell you a story of how she first happened to be called by this

name.

Presentation:

once there lived a girl who became very ill.

doctors could not make her well.
rosary to OUr Heavenly Mother.

The best

One day she said, t'Mother, let us say the
I am sure that if we pray she will cure me."

Soon after this, the sick girl saw a Queen seated upon a high throne.

on

her lap the fair lady held the Child Jesus, and in her hand she held a rosary.
The little girl looked at the kind lady and said, "Queen of the most Holy
Rosary, please cure me."

Mary heard these words, Smiled, and then said "Child,

you shall be cured because you have called me by the name that is very dear to
me."

Shortly after this, the sick child became well.

to run and play again with other children.

She was happy to be able

And her heart felt very thankful

to Mary for having cured her.

l(Mass of the Most Holy Rosary--Collect)
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Practical APplication:

(The teacher may show a rosary and briefly explain

the procedure of reciting it.)
When your mother and father recite the family rosary, be sure to be there
and pray with them.

Sometimes you may hear these words:

prays together stays together."

liThe family that

This means that if a mother, a father, and

their children say their prayers together, they will surely obey God and love
one another.
Open your rosary case.
Rosary, pray for me."

on each bead you will say, "Queen of the Holy

Now let us all say this little prayer together.

will be pleased to hear you say this prayer.

Mary

After you say the ejaculation

three times, for that is what this little prayer is called, color the two
roses--the one next to the cross and the one next to the medal.

Say the ejacu-

lation ten more times, once on each bead, and then color another rose.
the little prayer ten more times, and color another rose.
until all the roses are colored.
tions.

Repeat

Continue doing this

You will then have said fifty-three ejacula-

When you eet older you will also say the rosary, but then you will

recite a Hail Mary on each bead.

Show the rosary case and the rosary to your

parents and tell them about your gift to Mary.

..,...~-----------------------------
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presentation

~

the Blessed Virgin Mary

Practice:
SUbject:

To

pr~

Instructions for Pages 17 and 18

for all religious.

Mary entered the temple a spotless virgin.

By her vow, unheard

of before, the pure Virgin consecrated her body and soul to God.
"You have not chosen Me, but I have chosen you" is applied to al1.. who
consecrate their lives to live in union with and for Christ.

The need and

tremendous importance of beseeching the Heavenly Father for guidance is evident
tittle children are encouraged to pray for all who have heeded the words, "Come
follow me."
Motivation:

Mary grew lovell er day by day.

Suddenly she was no longer an

infant but a little girl of three.
Saint Anne and Saint Joachim loved their daughter, but they knew she would
soon leave them.

They had promised God to have Mary live in the temple with

other girls called Almahs.
Presentation:
child to the temple.

On Mary's third birthday Joachim and Anne took their holy
Although Mary loved her parents, she was very brave when

the time came for her to leave them.
she loved God more.

Yes, she loved her mother and father, but

These words, "Come, my dove, my love, my beautiful one,,,2

were meant mostly for Mary.

This sweet child looked lovingly at her parents,

and then kissed them both good-bye.

Her eyes sparkled as she walked up the

temple steps, where the High Priest and the Almahs waited for her.

l(st. John 15.16.)
2

( cant. 2.10.)

39

What did Mary do in the temple?
song of a bird.

Her first thought was of God.

knelt with head bowed in prayer?
and sew.

Mary rose early in the morning to the

During the day,

'~ry

Can you picture Mary as she

The young girls were taught to read, sing,

often told God how much she loved Him.

EVen

when the sun sank in the west, and her eyes were heavy with sleep, her last
thought was of God.
Oh, Mary, teach me to live for God, for I, too, want to be like you.
Practical Application:

Mary, living in the temple, reminds us of many

girls who leave their fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, and friends to
follow Christ as Sisters.

Some pray most of the time and remember you in

their prayers; others teach children in order to bring souls closer to Christ;
nursing sisters take care of the sick for Christ's sake; missionary sisters go
to different lands because they wish to tell people about God who made them-about One who is so good and kind.
We should pray for these Sisters because their work is not easy, and
prayer will help them.
Besides Sisters, there are missionary priests and brothers who also teach
others about God.

Let us remember them too in our prayers.

Each time you pray for the sisters,

priests~

or brothers, put a check mark

near the doll to show that you have prayed for them.
give your Sister dolls a name.

Color the pictures and

~~--------------~41
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-The Immaculate Conception
Practice:

SUbject:

Instructions for Pages 25 and 26

To pray for a pure heart.

Prayers are said in union with the Holy catholic Church: "0 God,

Who by the Immaculate Conception of the Virr,in didst make her a worthy habitation for Thy Son and didst by His foreseen death preserve her from all stain of
sin, grant, we beseech Thee, that through her intercession we may be cleansed
from all sin and come with pure hearts to Thee. ,,1
}Aotivation:

Once there lived a poor girl whose name was Bernadette.

did not have any pretty clothes to wear.
But she had a beautiful soul.
you know why?

She

She did not live in a fine house.

Mary, our Heavenly Mother, loved her dearly.

You see, Bernadette loved Mary.

Do

She often thought of her Queen

and gave her a gift by saying the rosary.
Presentation:

One day something wonderful happened to Bernadette.

good child went to the woods to gather dry branches for the fire.

She had to

pass a little brook and began to take off her stockings to wade across.
a sudden the wind began to blow.

Bernadette looked about.

This

All of

What was this

strange sound? She turned her head, and there in a little cave she saw a beautiful laqy.
at her waist.

Her veil and dress were as white as snow; she wore a blue girdle
The beautiful laqy's hands were folded as if in prayer, and over

her right arm hung a long rosary.

Two roses rested on her feet.

As the lovely

lady smiled, she touched her rosary as if to say, "Will you pray with me?!t
It was in this cave that Mary said to Bernadette: "I am the Immaculate
Conception."

1

This means that she was born without original sin.

(Mass of the Immaculate Conception--Collect.)

43

Here is a story about Sister Catherine Laboure who also loved the Blessed
Virgin dearly.

One evening Catherine was praying in the chapel.

All of a

sudden catherine looked up at the altar and saw the Blessed Virgin Vary.
was standing on the globe of the world.
of rays fell upon the globe.

Mary lowered her hands and a stream

Mary did not speak to Catherine.

saw these words as if in a frame around Mary:
pray for us who have recourse to Thee."

She

However, she

"0 Mary, conceived without sin,

These words mean the same as

If

I am

the Immaculate Conception. 1t After Catherine read those words, the picture
I

changed.

She now saw a cross and the letter M.

Y, were two hearts:

Below the cross, and the letter

the heart of Jesus and the heart of Mary.

Mary spoke and

told Catherine to have a medal made with \lary' s picture on one side and the two
hearts on the other.
Mary promised to bless all those who would wear the medal and say the
prayer:

"0 Mary, conceived without sin, pray for us who have recourse·· to Thee."

Many miracles have happened to those who have worn the medal, and this is
why it is called the Miraculous Medal.
Practical Application:

Say this prayer after me.

out sin, pray for us who have recourse to Thee."
or four times?

Shall we all repeat it three

NoW who would like to recite this prayer alone? Finel

of all, color the beautiful picture of Mary.
large medal.

"0 Mary, conceived wi th-

Cut on the dark lines to make a

on the opposite side, we have a cross, the letter

hearts, and the twelve stars.

,K,

the two

Each time that you say, "0 Mary, conceived w.ith-

out sin, pray for us who have recourse to Thee," circle a star.
this prayer twelve times and circle all the stars.

Try to say

When you look at the

large medal, think of how Mary came to Bernadette and Catherine.
and Mary will love you, too.

First

Love Mary

44
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our Lady of the Snows
-----Practice:

Instructions for Pages 33 and 34

To pray for the catholic Church, the Holy Father, bishops, and

priests.
Subject:

l~ry

and the Church are inseparable.

Body of Christ Himself.

The church is the Mystical

To continue the sacrifice of the Mass, the High Priest

and Victim ordained that we should pray to God through the person of the pope,
the bishops, and the priests.

Since Mary is the Mother of Priests, we ask her

to guide, protect, and strengthen those official intermediaries.

o Mother of the Eternal Priest, deign to hear the prayers of your innocent
ones who beg you to protect the privileged ones--your priests.
Moti vation:
like it?

The name of this picture is "OUr Lady of the Snows."

j):)

you

This story will tell how Our Lady was first given this name.

Presentation:

In Rome, there once lived a very holy man named John who

had a special love for OUr Lady.

John and his wife were rich, but since they

both loved Mary more than anything in this world, they wished to spend all thei
money in her honor.
like best.

These two good people did not know what gift Mary would

So they prayed to her.

One summer morning, a hill close by was covered with snow.

It was the

month when flowers bloomed and birds flew about in the warm sunshine.

No one

had ever seen snow at this time of the year.
That night John and his wife saw Mary in a dream.
sun.

She was as bright as

th~

She told them what she would like for a gift.
John went to see the Holy Father, the Pope, and told him all about his

dream.
it.

The Pope was surprised to hear this, for he had had a dream just like

Mary had also asked him for the srune thing, that is, to build a church on

~--------------------~
47
the snow-covered hill.
The Holy Father, John and many people walked in a procession to the top
of the hill.

Here they made plans to build a new church.

When the church

was finished, they called it "OUr Lady of the Snows."
Practical Application:

See how Mary loves the Church.

A church is a

place where Jesus lives, but the word "church" has another meaning.

All people

'Who are baptized, believe in Christ, and have the Pope as their head belong to
the Holy Catholic Church.
favor.

How wonderful!

Do not forget to thank God for this

The head of the Church is Christ Himself.

others to help Him with His work.

After Christ died, He wished

He chose men who became priests.

A priest

is a special friend of God for he takes Christ's place.
Catch the dainty snowflakes by praying in these words:
pray for our priests."
us."

Say this short prayer.

"Mother of Priests

"Help of Christians, pray for

These prayers will be for all who belong to the Catholic Church.

After

you say a prayer for priests or for the church, you may check one of the snowflakes.

Mary will be pleased to know that her child prays for the church

because we are all dear to her.

HoW many flakes will you catch?

~------------~481
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Instructions for Pages

The Annunciation

To thank God for Jesus.

Practice:

SUbject:

and

An important message has just been conveyed.

Mary in all humi-

l i ty consents to become the Mother of God by abandoning herself entirely to the

Divine Will.

The Word was made Flesh and dwelt among us.

The mystery of the Incarnation was wrought at the moment of her fiat.

God

born of God, conceived in the womb of His Virgin Mother hy the power of the HoI
Ghost, assumed human nature for the redemption of man who had been ensnared.
The little ones are instructed to thank OUr Heavenly Father for giving us
His only Begotten Son to redeem mankind.
Motivation:

Adam and EVe were put out of the beautiful garden called

paradise because they disobeyed God.
them and their children.

The gates of heaven were now closed to

However, our Heavenly Father promised that some day

His own Son Jesus would come to save all people.
Many years passed.

God wanted Jesus to become man and live on earth.

was to take place as soon as Mary said yes to God1s wish.

Thi

Listen carefully to

this wonderful story.
Presentation:

One day, while Mary was talking to God, the Archangel

Gabriel stood before her and said, "Hail, full of grace, the Lord is with thee;
blessed art thou among women."

I

"Full of grace" meant that God loved her

and that her beautiful soul had never been touched by sin.

Mary was surprised

at these words, for she never had such thoughts about herself.

1 (st. Luke 1.28.)
"

The Archangel

~------------------------------------------------------S-l~
then asked ltar'1 whether she was willing to become the Mother ot God.

She hum-

blY bowed her head and said, "Behold the Handmaid ot the Lord; be it done to me
2
according to thy word •• This was her answer: Let God do with me whatever He
wishes.

I want only what God wants.

I wish to do only what God wishes _

to

At last, the day" that people had waited for for thousands of years had
come.

vary said yes to the Archangel, and it meant that very soon the Babe

Jesus would be born--to save us trom sin.
o my loving God, thank You

tor Your Son. Once more I wish to say, "Dear

Father, JItV' Heavenly Father, thank You tor Jesus."
Practical Application:

See how Mary kneels in prayer.

ing God to send Jesus, and Ood has heard her.

She baa been ask-

For the rest ot her lite, Mother

Mary thanked the Heavenly Father tor the gitt ot Jesus.

You, fIT little onea,

should do the same by saying, "Dear God, thank You tor Jesus."
Yes, Jesus is still with us and lives among us.

Each time that you rome...

ber to say, .. Dear ood, thank You tor Jesus," draw a oircle around one ot Jesus'
pictures.

I'm sure you will enjoy playing this game, and Baby Jesus will smile as
you check the ditferent pictures that the artist painted.

2(st. Luke 1.38.)

r
I
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Instructions for Pages 49 and So

our Lady of Fatima
Practice:
Subject:

To pray for sinners.
In this narrative our Lady of Fatima's request is made known to

the little ones.

~~y

their invocations, united with all fervent petitions, sav

souls from the fire of hell.
"0 my Jesus, pardon
Motivation:

US,U

The very words uttered by the Lady of the Rosary,

are used to pray for sinners.

Not many years ago, the Mother of God came from heaven and

spoke to three little children.
ren to be good.

Mary

did this because she wants all her child-

Listen carefully to this story so that you may tell it to

others.
Presentation:

One Sunday afternoon in a little country place called

Fatima, Lucy, a shepherd girl, and her two cousins Francis and Jacinta were
taking care of their sheep.

Suddenly they saw a bright flash in the sky.

Thinking that it was lightning, the children began to run home.

Another flash

followed, which made them run faster, and then a bright light shone in front
of them.

On a little evergreen bush stood the most beautiful Lady in white.

In a soft voice she said, "Do not be afraid.
you come from?11

asked Lucy.

I will not hurt you."

111 come from heaven.

sinners and for those who hurt my Immaculate Heart."

Where do

I want you to pray for
The beautiful lady asked

them to say the rosary every day, and promised them that in the month of OCtobe
she would tell them who she was and what she wanted.
In a short time many people heard about this beautiful lady and came to
Fatima, for they too wanted to see her.
"Who are you?" asked Lucy.

On the promised day, the lady came.

The answer was, "1 am the Lady of the Rosary."

told Lucy that the people should make sacrifices, pray for Sinners, and say

She

~-------------.
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the rosary every day.
Practical Application:
for those who hurt God.
pardon us."

The beautiful lady asked us to pray for sinners,

We are going to pray in

1~ryls

own words:

See, we are asking God to forgive all who have sinned.

"0

~

Jesus,

Try to

remember this prayer and say it often during the day.
Do

you see the little boy looking at the crowns in the window?

the crowns he will take to Mary.

These are

Each time you make a sacrifice or pray for

sinners, a crown is yours to give to :Mary.

Check your crowns and see how many

of these you will give to your Heavenly Mother.

56
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Instructions for Page

of Spring

To instill gratitude.

Practice:
subject:

57

Mary, Mother of the Creator, brought forth into the world the

creator Himself.

In return, His masterpiece, the Queen permeated with gratitud ,

unceasingly glorified God in the work of His creation.
"The woods and thickets, meadow of verdure enameled with flowers, creature
great and small reminded her of Him who scattered a thousand graces and His
glance alone clothed them with beauty."--st. John of the Cross.
Presentation:

One afternoon Mary and Jesus went for a walk.

Now and then

,Jesus clapped his hands as He picked the wild blackberrirs along the road.
"Wother, isn't God good to give us delicious blueberries, cherries, apples,
peaches, and oh, so many, many things?"
breeze of Spring kissed her cheeks.

Mary smiled and walked on as the soft

"Heavenly Father, thank You for the gentle

breeze that cools me when it is very warm. If
In a few moments Mary and her Son reached the cool, green meadow and stopped to rest near a running brooklet.
nrus ic as we sing a song to God."
"Welcome, welcome."
gold.

The happy birds chirped:

"Listen to our

A little squirrel ran about and seemed to say

In no time Jesus was off to the daisy field of white and

Mary sat and watched her Little Boy pick the white flowers.

will you weave a chain from these daisies," cried Jesus.
will be glad to."
II~f:other,

"1Kother,

"Yes, II said Mary, "I

After she had finished weaving, Jesus smiled and said,

I shall crown you Queen of Spring, and someday I will crown you as

Queen of Heaven."

Gently He placed the wreath on her head and added, "Mother,

you must wear it until we get home to show Father how pretty you look."
kissed him and whispered:

"Thank You, little King."

Mary

~--------------------------------------------5-9~
DUring the meal Jesus had much to tell.
for he, too, was very proud of Mary.
great Queen.

Joseph said, "I agree with You, Mary is a

I, too, shall call her the Queen of Spring."

Practical Application:

Flowers remind us of spring.

beautiful spring flowers in the vase?
daisies, and forget-me-nots.)

you for the dai sies. fI

Do

Do

you see these

Can you name these flowers?

(Tulips,

After you finish coloring the tulips, say:

God, thank you for the tulips."

me-nots.

Joseph listened to every word,

Color the daisies and say:

"Dea

"Dear God, thank

the same after you have finished coloring the forget-

This is what Mary did.

she thanked God for everything.

Do

you ever

thank God for the birds, flowers, trees, fruit, and vegetables; for the sk,y,
moon, stars, hills, and mountains?

Do you ever think of thanking Him for mothe

and father, sisters, and brothers; for your dear Guardian Angel; for your beautiful soul that will never die?
Queen of Spring."

Last of all say, "Dear God, thank you for the

- - - -~
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CHAPTER V

IMITATION OF CHRIST-LIFE OF CHRIST AND DAILY LIVING

Childhood

!!!. Jesus

Objectives:

lnatruotions tor Page8 3 and 4

To acquaint the children with Little Jesus.

To make the children aware or the tact that Jeeus waa once a young ohild.
Motivation:
best friend.

Look a Here i8 a book that tel.18 you something about 7OtU' vez"J

The naa of the story book is "Tbe ChUdhood or Jesus."

You

Ivv.¥

selt will be able to read it because it is told in pictures.
Presentation.

Tbe picture on the cover shows Jesus saying His morning

MarT woke Jesus.

praTers.

Perhaps at times He would have liked to 8leep , - ...~.

but as 800n as Hi8 Mother called, He lmrr1ed out of bed.

I

See. Jesus i8 8¢ng

Good Morning to God, His Heavenly Father.
There was much to be done.
penter's shop_

Jesu8 helped willinglY' at he. and in the oar-

At times He would go to visit Hi8 little pets. What do 70U

8uppo8e Jesus put into His pan to teed the little ohiokens?
Atter the work was finished, Jeeua took
scissors.

80_

scrap paper and a pair ot

What did Jesus out out?

The children loved to play with Jesus because He was suob a good, happ,.

ohild.
in.

One day His frienda called tor Him, but Mary told the. t}at He was not

Quess where they round him' Wbat waa He doing.
Practical Application:

dotted linee.

Watch as I take this sheet ot paper and told on taM

surprise' What do I have?

mother and father 70U%' love17 new book.
Je.,us.

(A book.)

Be aure to ehow Tour

Tell them the picture stories about

61
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Instructions for Page 11

Christ the King

To acquaint the child with the feast of Ohr1at the

Objective.,

To infuse into the children's hearts 107&1t7 to their

lina.

nne.

To prq that Chris' the ling will reign supre••
sunday . . will celebrate a very important te..t.

lIOtivation,

the teast of Christ the King.

King

Jesus whom 70U love, i . a X1ng.

ot all King.. So you He, Jesus,
Sunday

It rill be

Ye., He is the

Who loves TOU, is a nDg.

you will see beautifUl fiowers on the altar.

'the choir wUl sine'

"Sing praia. to our Xing, for He 1. the great King oyer all the earth." All-

though you do not belong to the choir, rai_ your heart to Jesus and wtdsper,
"Ohrist, the King of Kings, be the King of lffT heart."

Jeaua rill hear 7O\U"

pr81'8r and bless you.

Presentation:
as King.

This is why' we celebrate the Feast of

our Lord Jesus Chris'

Pope Pius XI, who loved 11 ttle children, wanwd to axplain to all.

people that Jesus is the true King of heaven and earth.
do not want Jesua tor a king.

choose to love themselves.

JIfanT people of today

Instead of loving God and their neighbor tbay

This 1dll never do, because there is only' one King

and that King is Christ.

You baye often heard stories about Kings.
He is the richest King of all.
to Him.

Cbriat the King is the best Ii

Heaven and earth with all their treasure. belo

He doe. not need treasure., nor does He want them.

Do 70U know what,

really wants? The greatest treasure that TOll bave is 70Ur heart, and He 1I'CJUl.d
be, very hapP7 if you gave it to Him.

Imagine, ;you-11ttle you-can alee a very

rich ling hapP7, and you--li ttle you-can give Him eOJl8'tih1Dg.
wanta trom you.

70ur heart and your love.

Thie 1s what He

Will;you g1va it to Him? then 8&7,

•

r-.------------,
6S

"Jesus, I want to make You hapP7.

I ottV' m.Y heart and 'fII3' love to You.

va,.

r love You tedas' and alwqs. Please teach me to love You more and more. Be
the King ot m:I heart. n
Practical A.pplication:

You will be very happy to make and own a picture

ot Christ the King. Cut on the heavy 11neaJ told on dotted line., stand. up the
picture.

(Teacher demonstrates.)

When 70U take the pretty picture

it on your television .et, radio, or table.

ho.,

place

It will rellind you t4 Chr1at the

Xing.

I,
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Instructions tor Pages 19 and 20
Objective8'

To acquaint the children with the Intant of Prague.

To instill into their hearts a love for the Infant.
To advise them to pray to the Infant.
Did you eyer see a 8tatue ot Baby Jesus dressed in pre

Motivation:

clothes? We call that statue the Infant ot Prague.

said, "The more you honor

)le,

tv

'the little Infant ODCe

the more will I bl.ss you."

This 1s how it

happened.

Presentation:

one day a prince88 gave a statue to so_ priests and aaid,

.Fathers, I bring you FIll' dearest gift.

want...

Honor this statue and you shall never

The Infant real.l.y ble••ed the priests and beard the praTers ot all who

prayed to Him ..
Atter 80me time the priests moved to another home.

!hoae who ...re left

did not pra7 to the Infant, so Jesu. stopped blessing thea.

Shortl¥ attar this

an &1"lItY marched into the c1 t:r of Prague and took most of the churches.

so_

bad men threw the statue ot the Infant behind the altar, and while doing 80,
broke both its bands.
seven years later, Father CyriUu8, who loved the Infant, oame back to
Prague.

He searched eyery oorner until he lould the 8tatue.

'.rhen as he clean-

ed ott the dust and the dirt, big tears teU trom the holy' ants 8788.

He

could not understand wIlT an,yone would treat Jesus so 8hametu1J..y.
One dq Father Cyrillu8 h~ard these 1I'Ords, "Oive

give

TOU

peace. It

118 . ,

.s

hands and I Will

Father C7rillus was surprised to hear the VOice, but he

more surprised to learn that he had not noticed the broken hands.
Father Cyrillus had the hands mended and the statue wa. brought to chruch

~~------------~
69
..here others could see the Infant.

This made the Father verr happ,..

Prq

to

the InfantJ He will bless you also.
Practical Application:

Now, I bave a big surprise tor you.

all make a paper statue to take home.
ture.

It will stand up it

TOU

foda1' we will

There 18 someth1ng nice about th1.a piO-

cut carefully-

Watch me as I cut on aU the heavy lines.

Now I will told rq paper on the

dotted lines llke this.
Here stands our Little Prince.

Isn't He the nicest Prince that 70U have

ever seen? Give the other two pictures to your mother and tather and tell the.
the story of the Infant.

~
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Chr1stJaaS

Instructions tor Pages 27 and 28

Objectives.

'1'0 teaoh t..be true meaning of Christmas.

1'0 spread the religious significance ot Cbrist:lllu.

To provide religious Christ_a tree decorations.
)lotivation:

1)ld you know that the entire world 0elebrates Baby Jens'

birthday? Christmas is celebrated not because santa comes wi th his gi.t'ts and
toys" but because Jesus was born on this dAT.
Presentation:

Caesar Augustus, the Emperor, said that all the people

should have their names written in a big book.
tamily, he had to go to Bethlehem.

Mary

Since Joseph belonged to David'

and Joeeph looked at each other and

said" "God nshes us to go, we shall obey-.ft

Joseph helped aeat *Z7 upon their

mule while he walked along holding the bridle.

It was 1&te when Jlary and Joseph reached Bethlehem; the town
'Wi th ma.n;y people.

or course,

1t'&S

the rich soon lound places in which to stay.

at every- door that Joseph knocked, the answer was the same, "No room.down the streets they went.

crowded
But

Up and

Bright lights shone froJi the windou, but no

ODe

let them in.

Joeeph and Mary went away trom the town, and tbere in a cave 1Ib1ch was
used tor a stabl., they- stopped tor the night.

And here at JlddDight in the

cold stable, the Son ot Qod wu born.
The young mother laid Jesu. in the manger on a bed ot straw.

Then sbe

knelt, bowed her head, and adored the nnborn Babe.

Jos.ph teU on his knees

betore the t11V Infant.

heaven~

The Little One slept with a

sml. upon His

lips, wb1le the angels sang the sweetest songs ever heard b,y mortal ears.

Practical Application,

Here

~e

some Christmas tree decorations for 70u

73

to make..

After we out them out we will put a ribbon or string at the top so

that you can hand them up on ;your Christmas tree.

Be sure to put the biggest

one in the middle or the tree where all your friends _y see it.

74
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Instructions tor Page
Objectives I

35

To acquaint the children with

tn.

aign11"icance of the Feast

of tbe Epiphanf.
'fo conVince them that Qod does not necusar1ly want expensive g1.fts) but
Be does want us to give Him our love.

ioUvation I

Tbis story will show you how the th1'eeltings loved Jesus.

They came from far

Catho11c church.

A1Rq

to adore Him.

In our times. Jesus 11ves in every

It you wish to visit Him" you

tor 1I11es

do not bave to go

and

miles as these Wise Men did.
Presentation.

The JIagi, or Wise Men, looked up into the aq to studT the

One the tirst Christmas night a bright star appeared.

stars.

Men sa! d" "This is the wonderful star ot the great King.

'!'he

t~e

Wise

Let us go to visit

this Newborn King."

!he three JC1ngs called for their servants and told thea to prepve for a
long journey.

As soon as tbe Kings and their servants were read¥, the bright

star began to !DOve.

It seemad to Bay, "Come, tollow me."

On and on they went aeross streams and sandl' deserts.

At last the,. ca_

to the Ci t1' of Jerusalem. Be.,.. the bright star stopped and disappeared.
what shall we do? Where shall we go?- thq said to one another.

nugs

-loW

When the tbre

asked the people ot Jerusalem where the lew Xing was born, they looked at

one another and did not know what to answer.

The three Kings were veFT disap-

pointed.
ling Herod was 11ving in his palace at Jerusalem.

When he heard about t.M

Newborn King and the Wise '&fen, he did not like :1 t at all.
his torehead and stared with cruel

878S

King Herod wrinkled

because he was verT &niFT and jealous.

~-----------------------------------------------------77---'
He shouted, ItI am the king.

This Child must die."

Herod tun called tor the

Magi and told them to flnd Jesus because he too wanted to bring Him gitts.

As the 1&agi left the palaoe" the bright star appeared.

once mOre

thq

followed it, for the star went betore them unti+ it came and stood where the
Child was.

"And entering into the house, they found the Child with Mar7, Hi.

Mother. ttl As soon as tllq saw Jesus, they knew Be was the Son of the living
God, so falling on their kneeiJ they adored Him.

ItOpening their VeUUl"8S, they

offered Him gifts. ,,2
angel told the three Kings not to retum to Herod.

During the night, an

In the morning the thr.e Kings started tor home, but they took another road ..
the angel had told them.

Practical ApplicaUollt
TOU

are to arrange thea:

on each a1de.
three K1np.

1

Here are three tre•• to out out.

Tb1e 1a the way

Place the talle.t one 1a the center and the other \1fO

(reacher demonstrates.)

'I'he.e picture. will remind you of the

They w1U remind you to otter your heart to Jesus.

(st. Matthew 2.$.)

2 (st. Matthew 2.11.)

r

~----------------------------------

~

rr---------~80
christ Present. ~ ~ Tabernacle

-

Object1ves:

Instructions tor Pages 43 and 44

To help the children realiae that Jesus truly dw.ll. 1n the

tabernacle.
To encourage the pupils to visit Jesus in their parish Church.
To lead the pupils to apprec1ate God'. love tor and goodness to us.
Ilotivation:

Atter haYing lived on earth tor thirty years, Jesus was read,y

to go ho_ to Hi. Heavenl¥ 'ather, and yet He planned to stq with u..
could thi8 be' It

1Ja8

a big secret.

a.

How

told it to the twelve Apo.tl.s who

were to take Ria plac. in teaching the people.
Presentation:
"Take '1'8, and eat.

At the Lut SUpper, Jesus took bread, bles8ed it, and said,
This i8 ICY Body ... l

He then took wine, bl....d it and said,

"Drink ye all ot this, tor this is II,y Blood ... 2 He told the A.postle. t.ha t atte~
He had gone they should ohange bread and wine 1nto His Body and B100ci in rue...
brance ot Hill.
])lr1ng Mass, the priest does as OUr Lord asked Him to do..
wine becc.. the

Bact"

The bread and

and Blood ot Chr:Lst as soon as the priest s8.18 the word8

that Ohrist told the Apostle. to sq.

Jesus comes down trom heaven and truly

lives With us, tor He i8 present in eyery white host, or bread, which the priest
consecrates.

The consecrated Host is placed in the tabernacle.

is Jesus' little ho_ and here He lives night and day waiting tor
He thinks ot

TOU

and wai ta tor you to come to visit. Rim.

and talk to Him as you would to a friend?

lest. Matthew 26.26)

2(st. Matthew 26.21, 26.)

Tell him that

The tabernacle
TOU

and _.

WbT not Yisi t Jesus
TOU

came to sq hello.

~----------------------8-1~
Ask Him to bless your mother, lather, sisters, and brothers.

pray tor your grandmother and grandfather.
tor priests.

1)0

not torget to

Pray tor those who teach you.

Pray for your country and all the people in the, world.

to make you a good child Ask Him to help you with 70ur Bchool work.
your 11 ttle aecreta.

aless me.

Ask Jesua
Tell B1m

When you have finished t&l1d.ng, S&J', "Qood-bye, Jeaua.

I'll be back again to see You."

Practical Application:
nacle.

Prq

What is a tabernacl&? fodair we will malee a taber-

You will notice that in this project, all I have to do 1s fold on the

dotted lines.
nacle door.

See, the tabernacle 1s completed.

no you

see Jesus smiling at

When you take this project

ho.,

Ask her to open the tabernacle door.

ing at her alao.

When lather comes

you,

s&1, ttMOther, I have a surprise for

)"OU.tt

She will be happy to see BabT Jeaua smil-

ho_,

he opeD8 the door, he too will see Jesu.

11ving in the tabernacle.

I can open or close the tabe

ask him to do the

Salle

thing.

When

1'ell him all you know about Jeaue

Your frienda will 'be happy to see what you bave _de

Show them Who 18 inside, and ask them to close the door because you nl1 want

someone elee to open 1.10 again.

I

I

I

>

~--------------~
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Baster

Instructions tor Page

Objectives:

51

To introduce the Holy Bible to the children.

To arouse interest in stories about God.

l{otivation:

., dear 11 ttl.

ODeS,

attar Jesus Buttered and died tor our

sins, He was taken otf the cross and placed on l!&r1 t s lap.
rolled down His Mother

t" ch8!lks as

Big teardrops

she looked sadly upon her beloved Son.

,.,,_

she and a In kind men and women wrapped His sacred body in linens and laid
in a tomb.

mm

The Holy Bible, or Sacred SCripture, tells us how' JlagdaJ.en, one of

the women, saw Jesus on Easter morning.

(The teaoher reads the aecount !rom

the HOly' Bi ble. )
Presentation,

"BIt

JIar7 Magdalen was standing outside weeping at the to_

So" as she wept" she stooped down and looked into the tomb" and saw two angele
in white sitting, one at the head, and one at the teet, where the body ot Jewl
had been laid.

They said to her, Itl'oman, why art thou weeping?"

She said to

them, ItBecause they have taken away my Lord, and I do not know where they have
laid Him.Wben she had said this she turned round and beheld Jesus standing there,
and she di.d not know that it was Jesus.

Jesus said to her, ·Woman, 1I'hT art

weepingftt She, thinking that He was the gardener, said to Him "Sir, it Thou
hast removed Him, tell me where Thou hast laid Rim and I will take Him away ••
Jesus said to her, "Jlary.n

TUrning to Him, IIlle said, "Iluter • .,l

Yea, Jesus rose from the dead on Easter morning.
recognize Jesus until He called her by name.

1(8t. John 20, 1:16.)

Mary Magdalen did not

You can imagine how hapW she . .

~------------------~---------------------------8-5~
Mary Magdalen hurried to tell the apostles that Jesus had really risen from the
dead.
Practical Application:
bannera.

In processions you have often seen people carrying

Some of them are very beautiful.

'l'his one here is for you to make

and keep as your own.
Instead of first cutting on the. heavy lines, this time I will fold on the
dotten lines at the top of the banner.
lines like this.

Now I am ready to cut on the heavy

(Teacher demonstrates.)

father to find you a nice long, thin stick.
banner near the two dots.

)(y

banner is completed.

Ask your

PUt this stick in baok of your

Scotch tape will hold your handle so that you oan

carry it around just as people carry big bannera in processions.
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~Sacred

Heart

£!

Jesus

Objectives:

Instructions tor page 59

88

To inspire personal consecration to the Sacred Heart of Jesus

To promote devotion to the Sacred Heart.
To provide an opportunity to bring the picture ot the Sacred Heart into
every home.
Motivation:
Jesus.

You may have heard your mother speak of the Sacred Heart of

OUr Lord really came and spoke to a Sister whose name was vargaret Mary

I shall tell you the story so that you may tell it to others.
Presentation:

Margaret was only a little girl of four when she made up

her mind to love God in a very special way.
many years became a sister.

She kept her promise, and after

Her new name was Sister Margaret Mary.

"Now that

I live in the convent so close to God, I will try to become a saint," said
Sister Margaret Vary.
day by day.

Although she had always loved Jesus, her love now grew

Je8Us was pleased.

One evening while Sister Jlargaret Mary was praying, Jesus came and stood

before her.

His hands, feet, and Heart that had once been pierced were now

shining as brightly as the sun.

Flames were coming from His Heart.

In a sad

voice, Jesus told Sister llargaret Mary that His Heart was in pain because maD1'
people do not give Him their love.
Jesus came to visit Sister lIargaret Mary often and told her rn&llT things.
This is one of the things He said, "I will bless the homes in which the image
(picture or statue) of J,(y Sacred Heant shall be honored. U
ture of the Sacred Heart in your home?

1)0

you have a pic-

Very well, hang it up where it can be

seen, because in that way Jesus will bless all the people living in your family
Practical Application:

Here is a picture of the Sacred Heart.

We cele-

rr~--------------------89~
brate this feast during the summer months.

Since we are not in school then,

we shall make our project to4ay.
In this set-up,
There!

~

will cut on the heavy lines and fold on the dotted ones.

The cut-out heart is able to stand.

When you get home, ask your lllOther to put your cut-out away until the
Feast of the Sacred Heart.

Your mother will be glad to do this for 7OU.

the day of the feast, place it on the tabla.

On

Jesus will bless you.

II
III

CHAPl'ER VI
THE TEACHING OF J«.>RAL AND SPIRITUAL VALUES-naTATION OF THE SAINTS

-

Instructions for Pages 5 and 6

saint Theresa

Objectives z To awaken a desire in little children to receive Jesus sacra-

mentally.
To inform the children that the Little Flower is a saint of our own times.
To instill 1n their hearts a love for God, our Father.
Motivation:

You have often heard the names of Saint Theresa or Little

Flower, haventt you?

Little Therese is known as the ,saint of Love because she

loved God very, very much.

This is how she talked to Him, "God, I love You.

practice loving Ood.
love You."

When she was only three years old, she began to
God, I

Now listen carefully, and I will tell you more about this Saint of

Love.
Presentation:
become a saint.

When Saint Therese was a tiny girl, she made up her mind to

A saint is one who loves Ood very much and tries to keep away

from all sin, great or small.

For Saint Therese, God was a good Father Who

loved her, and so she wanted to love Him as He was never loved before.

The

Little Flower, as this saint is called, often said, "Please, Ood, make me a
saint.

I love you.

Help me to think about You, beoause You are all love."

You should have seen Saint Therese's pretty, happy face when she received
her First Holy Communion.
was the happiest

~

Therese loved Jesus, and Jesus loved Therese.

This

of her life.

When Saint Therese was a nower girl in a prooession, she did not think of
her beautiful, white lace dress, her long golden curls, or the wreath of fiow-

91

92
era on her head.

Her only thought was Jesus, and she tried to toss her flor-ers

high, high up to her little King.

Her heart was filled with gladness when a

few of her petals touched the monstrance wheroin Jeaus was placed.
Praotioal Application:

Some day 'When you are in a procession, ask Saint

Therese to help you think only of Jesus while you are strewing or carrying now
era.

on the

day

ot your First Holy Communion try to

Say this prayer often:
You very much.

be a loving child

"Dear God, please make me a saint.

ot God.

I also want to 10'1"e

You are JIG" good Father, I want to be Your good child."

This project will show you how beautiful the Little Flower looked when she
strewed flowers, and on her Firat Holy Connmmion day.

Would you like to watch

as I cut on all heavy lines and told on dotted lines?

(Teacher demonstrates.)

When I fold the paper back on the dotted lines, the tittle Flower is able to
stand up.

Like this.

Saint Therese is noll' ready to march down the aiale.

Let'a place the prie-dieus, one on each side.
here comes our Little Flower.

L'

(Teacher demonstrates.)

Look,
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Blessed Jlal't1n

~

Objectives:

Instructions for Pages 1) and 14

Porres

To inspire love for all mankind, especially the poor.

To encourage kindness to animals.
Jfotivation:

Here is a sto17 about a Negro lad named Vartin de Porru who

becalDe ver;( pleasing to God.

You .. too" will love him after 1'ou have heard how

good and kind he 'Was to all.

Wh;y, even little mice knew that Martin de Porras

would protect them.

ntd you eyer hear of a dog.. a cat, and a mouee having a

meal together? Once this really happened.
Presentation t

After dinner Jl&rtin de Porres would go into the kitchen,

take the left-oYer food, till his basket, and hurry to the gate where his ragge
friends waited for him.

As soon

&8

the gate was opened, the poor people crowde

around Martin begging him for something to eat.

No matter hOW'many people c...

and no matter how li tUe tood there was in the basket, there was alwayw enough

tor eyerybody. Can 70U guess wbat was happening? Yes, Ood kept putting more
food into the basket.

Hartin did not 8eem to notice this.

look into the basket to 8ee h01l' much tood was lett.
the tood to his hungry- friends.

He did not even

He just kept on passing

Atter they had been ted, vartin would hurrr to

the barn to his animal triends.
One day 'While vartin was feeding a dog and a cat, the1' heard a squeak.
'!'he)" looked up, and there in the comer was a till7 mouse.

The cat and the dog

started toward the corner, but vartin called them back and 8&1d, -Wow l1sten,
you two.

Ood made that creature.

Can't you see that it 1s hungry?

The little mou8e 1s just &8 good as you.

Come here, mousey, and help yourselt.-

can

you believe that the tiny mouse ran right. up to Martin's toot and waited tor
80me

food?

Blessed Martin smiled as he watched the dog, the oat, and the mouae

l
I

96
enjoying their dinner together.
Dear Blessed lfartln, pray for me and help

1118

to be kind.

I want to be

like you.
Praotical Application:
tor Blessed Martin.
dotted lines.
Blessed Nartin.

Here is a picture of a poor, hungry boy waiting

Watch as I cut on all the heavy lines and fold on the

(Teacher demonstrates.)

After I open the door, you will see

What does he haYe in his hands? Do you think that the little

bOT is hapPT to see Blessed Martin? On the other side you will find another
picture that will help you to remember the story about the dog, the cat, and
the mouse.
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All Saints

lnatructiona tor Page 21

Objectives:

To inform the children that heaven is peopled with saints.

To help the little ones to realize that they too must become saints.
tfotivationr Tomorrow

11'8

shall ee1ebra.te the beaut1ful teast ot All saints.

'!'hi. means that these people have reached their true home in heaven and now •••
God Face to Face.
God has also created you to become a saint.

means on. who loves God dearly.

You baTe beard that saint

You II18t grow in this love day by

daT until

your heart is all love.
Presentationt

The saints that are in heaven were once little boys and

girls living in this beautiful world as you are living now.

The)" ate, slept,

went to Bchool, said their prayers, and alao had a good time.
saints because the)" did everything to please God.

They bee_

Again and again, thes. peopl

tried to be good, and with the help of Qod bee. . great heroes.
Some of these people died when the)" were young, others were not so )"oullg,
and then there were 80me who died arter having reached a veq old age.

Among

them were farlMrs, bakers, doctors, nurses, priests, popes, sisters, mothers,
fathers, and even little children.
Perhaps you are wondering what you will do in heavon.
joys.

You will bave DIIlll7

Your body' will be very beautifUl and different trom the one you have now

You will never feel tired, never be siok, and will never die.
will love one another.

There will be nothing to ake you sad.

be happy forever and ever.

Queen of All saints.

In heaven all
Everyone will

In this HOly City you will 11va with 1arT, the

JUst to see her will make you hapP7.

will be to seeOod Face to Face, and to love Him always •

Your greatest jo)"
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Praotical APplication:

Watch me as I cut this piece ot paper on the heavy

linea and told on the dotted lines, to make one long picture.
('l'eacher displays the completed set-up lor the Feast ot All Saints.)
is called a panorama.

"try

proMunci ng it.

piotures which make up one big picture.

The word means that you aee JDa.nY

In the center you see three circles

which stand tor the Three Peraona of the Blesaed TrinitY"
the son, and God the Holy Ghost.
the center?

J))

God the Father, Qod

Dc> you aee our Blesaed Mother kneeling near

you eee the other saints?

Do not lose the panorama.

At the end

ot the year,

)"Ou

will be acquainted

with all these saints, tor all theae pictures are in your workbook.
fun

fbi,

to name them and know something about each one.

It will be

Don't;you think ao?

M

o

M

~

1/1
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saint Frances I. Cabrini
Objectives:

Instructions for Page 29

To make the children aware that saints were ordinary people

!who loved Qod very much.
To illustrate MOther Cabrini's love tor humanity.
To foeter the practice ot praying tor missionaries.
lIotivation:

Saint Francesca Cabrim lived in our own times.

She tried to

IProve her love tor God by praying that all people would learn to love Hill.

Iou,

too, can become a little missionary bT praying for those who are teaching other
people to love Qod.
Presentation:

one

bright sUlUlT day, some tarmers in a little village saw a

few white doves fl1ing about the Cabrini home.
Her parents bad her baptized the same day.

Ia child of God.
~hen

On this daT a til11 child was bcm •

Now she had a Christian name and

1fU

OUr Heavenly Father, the angels, and aU the saints were happl'

the priest baptized her and said, "Franeesca, I baptize thee in the name of

the Father, and of the Son, and of the HolT Qhost."
Francesca Cabrini was a pretty little girl with large eyes, an oval tace,

land

golden hair.

She was pretty not only in bod,y, but her soul, too, was beau-

tiful because she loved God dearly_
One dq Francesca Cabrini went to the country on a picnic.

The sun was

shining brightly; and as she watched the wh1 te clouds roll by, she thought about
missionary priests and sisters.

Soon she had a bright idea.

piCnic basket and took some wax paper.

She ran to her

From this paper she made boats.

Then

she picked some violets and forget-me-nots and put them into the paper boats_
Her heart felt glad as she gently pushed the 11 ttle boats and said, "sail,
8ail on, my 11 ttle missionaries.

sail on to China and teach the people about

r
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our good God."

Francesca cabrini, or Saint Frances X. Cabrini as she is called

today, loved to play this game. Again and again she would sail her boats and
send them to all parts ot the world.
know and love our dear

Heaven~

Practical APplication:

Her heart wanted ever.y one in the world,to

Father.

(Display a complete cut-out project.)

Francesoa is placing some violets in her little boats.
the little golden-haired Child.

See how

cut out the picture of

Cut out the water and the boats and fold them

on the dotted lines to make them stand.

'I

Arrange the pictures in such a way that

they will show Francesca placing flowers in the boats.

(Teacher demonstrates.)
I

They are now reaqy to sail away.
the missionaries in the world.

As you play this game,

s~,

ftGod, bless all

'I

I want to be a missionary by praying tor those

good people who work for You."

, I

I

.~

r-----------------------------------------
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Instructions tor Page 37

saint John Bosco
Objectives:

To acquaint the children with Saint John Bosco.

To enkindle in their hearts a zeal tor apostolic work.
Motivation,

John Bosco . s a little boy who loved God" and he wanted "'17

one in the world to love God also.

He tried his very best to be good, and telt

that in this way he could get others to love God too.
tellow.

He was a clever little

Wait until you hear this story, and you will agree with me.

PNaentation1

Saint John Bosco was a poor littl.e taraer boT-

EYe17 dq he

helped his mother at hOlM or took care ot the animals in the field.
pla.Tates used to tight and s&7 bad words.

So-

ot his

'!'his hurt John very mch because he

knew that by being naughty theT oftended God.
ODe daT Iua Margaret took John

to the ,air to see the traveling show tolks

like the ones you see in the Ringling Brothers shows.
Then and there he made up his end to be a circus man.

Be stared and watched.
After he had learned aU

the tricks, he put up a show stand near a big tree, spread out a carpet, tied a

rope trom one tree to another, clapped his hands and called the hoTS.
the bo78 had to say the rosary.

To get in

Some bo7s did not 11ke this at all, but thq

had to pray, or ela. theT could not .e. the magic show.

Atter the prayers were

said, John walked on his head, twisted and tumbled, took eggs out of bats and
out of people f s noses.

He even pretended to make a dead chicken walk aga1n.

The boys were so surprised.

They could hardly get their breath.

would start, they had to sing a hymn to

our

Lad;y.

:sefore Act "I'wo

The boys alao had to listen

to stories about God.

one

day Saint John told his mother a secret.

and teach little children.

"Mama,

I want to be a priest

I will love them and they will love me.-

This reall ir

....
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happened because saint John did become a priest, and all the children loved hill

very mu.oh .
.Saint John Boaco, pray tor me.
Look what we have herel

Practioal Application:

John Bosco when he was a child.

a pioture

ot our friend

Won t t he really a clever 11 ttle tellow,

will enjoy the cut...out and have tun with it.

Iou

Saint John Bosco will 11ke that

because he alwa71 loved happY' children.
See, I cut on the heavy line and fold on the dotted ones.
surprisel

Watch tor the

(The teaoher takes the rabbit, holdrJ it behind the box, and says.)

Guess what is in the hat?
popping out of the hat.

(She slOW'l111fts the rabblt to, pretend. that. it. i.

reacher says:) LookJ

Look I

Look.

Look at. the birds

flT about. (Place birds behind the box and then slowly raise the picture.)
Quack, quack, bow do you do?

(Do the same with the duck picture.)

Can you guess what else JfJ&1' be in John's hat?
the hat and wb:Ue raising it sqs:)

one,

(She places the cut-out

Mal'

two, three, tour ball••

You will be able to play with this magic hat atter you finiahcutting and
· arranging your pieces.

fell the story to father, mother, and Tour friends.

A8k

them to watch as you take out the rabbit, duck, birds, and the balls.

I

I

I
:1

en

o

,rl
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saint Valentine
Objectives:

Instructions for Pages

4S and 46

To convince the pupils of the need for showing their love for

their mothers and fathers.
To provide an opportunity to make a religious valentine for their parents.
Motivation:

Today is Saint

Valentine's~.

people send valentines to those they love.
remembered in a special waT.

You know that on this feast

Your mother and father should be

Here 1s a lovely greeting you can make for your

But first let me tell TOU why people send valentine cards to one

dear parents.
another.

Presentation a Saint Valentine was a holy bishop who li.ved many years ago.
He spent all his time teaching

people~

helping the poor, and visiting the sick.

Bad men who did not love God, put him, into prison.
people about God," thought Saint Valentine.

"I must find a way to tell

He saw some pigeons fiying near his

prison window and suddenly he had a bright idea.

The holy bishop wrote to his

friends and tied the letters to the little birds' feet.
and returned to carr,y other messages.

They

nn

happily' aW&7

This way Saint Valentine was able to

remind people to love God.
Practical Application:

Color your valentine greeting ver,y care tully, cut

on the heavy lines, and fold on the dotted lines.
~ou

like it?

~our back~

Your card will stand up.

Do

When you go h01ll8 today, hide your valentine by holding it behind

and

say~

"MOther, guess

~at

I made in school for you todaT?"

Then

show her the valentine and give your ,mother a big kiss.
The other side is for your father.

As soon as your father comes home, run
,

.

to him and say, "Father, guess what I made tor you in school today?"
valentine to your father and give him a kiss too.

Show the

Now place the valentine in

the center of your table while you eat your evening meal.
'I!
I I

Deaf ~o-rher.God Loves Yo1I.

.~

DearFather, God Loves Yo{J.
00

,
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Saint Joseph

Instructions tor Page

Objeotives:

53

To teaoh the children that Saint Joseph was the toster father

of Jesus.
To show how obedient Jesus was to Joseph in all circumstances.
MOtivation:
real Father

was

saint Joseph was the foster father of Jesus.

You see, Jesul'

God, but He wanted saint Joseph to take oare of Jesus and Mary.

Our Heavenly Father chose this holy man beoause He knew that saint Joseph would
always do what was asked ot him.
Presentation I

Saint Joseph worked in a carpenter shop to earn money tor

Mary and Jesus. Al though Joseph was a· poor man, at the same time he was very
rioh; for with him lived Jesus, the Lord of heaven and earth.
Mary, the most beautiful and holiest ot all women.

Here also lived

Mary loved saint Joseph and

di d many things to make him happy.

Practioal Applioationl

Here is a picture of Jesus helping Saint Joseph.

Should I cut on the heavy lines and fold on the dotted lines to see What kind
of set-up this project will give me?

(Teacher demonstrates.)

I shall pretend that I am saint Joseph speaking to Jesus.
I please have a block of wood?"

"Uttle One, may

tiles, here is a block ot wood, It

Jesus answers.

(Teacher raises the block at wood which has been folded on the dotted lines.)
"Can, t you almost hear Saint Joseph say, 'Thank You, Jesus' 1"
You will be able to play this game with your own set-up.
are saint Joseph asking for a block of wood.

Pretend that you

Lower and thAn raiae the wood in

the hand ot Jesus to pretend that lie is handing it to Saint Joseph.
your friends see this new project.
you think so?

Wait until

They, too, will want to pla;y With it.

Don't

."'IIIIIIIl

<

.......,
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Blessed Herman Joseph
Objectives:

Instructions for Page 61

To enoourage the children to make sacrifices by imitating

Blessed Herman Joseph.
To deepen the conviction that great gifts are not necessary to make Mary
happy.
Votivation:

Blessed Herman Joseph was a poor boy, yet he gave a gift to

Mary which made her happy.

I wonder if you can guess what he gave to our Heave -

ly Mother?
Presentation:
lunch.

Blessed Herman Joseph fS mother gave him a big red apple for

You see, they were very poor, and to get an apple for lunch instead

a piece of bread was a treat.

ot

Herman Joseph looked at the delicious apple,

jumped up and dolm for joy, and said, "Thank you, mother."
That morning the little boy whistled, skipped, sang, and ran part of the
way to school.
Jesus.

Herman Joseph stopped at the church and said Good Morning to

When he knelt at the foot

ot Mar,y's statue and looked into her eyes, he

said, "Mary, I wish I had something to give you."

His Quardian Angel must have

whispered to him, because the boy quickly took something out of his pocket.
Yes, it was the big red apple.
to Jlary.

Slowly he lifted the shiny frui t and held it ou

Herman Joseph almost stopped breathing, because Mary stooped down and

took the apple from him.

Then in return she gave him a beautiful smile.

little boy smiled back at Mary.
but that did not matter.

The

Of course, he did not have an apple tor lunch,

His heart was singing With joy.

Many years later Herman Joseph was working in a garden.

suddenly he lifte

up his head, and there stood before him the most beautiful lady.

This is what

she said, "Herman Joseph, when you were a little boy, you gave me a gift.

Do

,

.....
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you remember the apple that you did not eat for lunch but gave to _
This time, I come to bring you a gift. If
Joseph's hand.
Joseph.

instead?

She bent down and gently took Herman

Then she put a ring on his finger.

This was her girt to

He~

Herman Joseph kissed the ring many times and never grew tired of tell-

ing Mary how much he loved her.
Practical A.pplication:

Blessed Herman Joseph, teach me to love Mary.

Atter I cut on all heavy lines, and fold on the

dotted ones, there will be two separate pieces.
Let.s put the statue or

our

(Teacher demonstrates.)

Blessed Mother in the center, and Blessed

Joseph Herman in front of her--llke this.

Do you like these lights?

NoW our

set-up is completed.
Your mother and father Tdl1 be delighted to see such a lovely project, so
try your best to cut straight on the lines.

This will help to make your project

look beautiful.

,I
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CHAPTER VII
BIBLICAL STORIES COME TO LIFE--OLD TESTAMENT STORIES

ii

Instructions for Page 7

Saint Michael

Objecti ves : To acquaint the children with the story of Saint Michael.
To recommend and encourage the children to invoke Saint JI1chael, the Archangel.
Motivation: God made the angels before He created Adam and EVe, our first
parents.

He created many, many beautiful angels.

These angels are spirits.

Spiri ts do not have bodies, and for this reason we cannot see them.
these angels are called archangels.

Some of

This story will tell you how Lucifer, a

proud archangel, and Michael, the good archangel, fought in a battle.
Presentation:
not happy.

Lucifer was a very wise and beautiful archangel, but he was

Lucifer wished to be like God.

Another archangel named Michael did

not like this idea at all and said, "Who is like God?"l This meant no one can
ever be like God.
Then there was a terrible battle in heaven.

Lucifer and all the proud .

angels fought against r.tl.chael and all the good angels.
angels won the battle.

God rewarded Michael and all the good angels.

became their home; they saw God face to face.
were punished.

Michael and his arm;y of
Heaven

Lucifer and all the proud angels

They became devils, or bad angels, and were driven out of hea-

ven.
Saint Michael is a heavenly champion who drives away the bad angels.

Pray

1

The Hebrew meaning of 1tlchael.

120
I
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I
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often to Saint Michael.
Saint

t~chael,

He will be glad to take care of you.

protect me.

Practical Application:

Here is a beautiful picture of Saint Uichael.

It

will help you to think of and pray to this wonderful archangel.
Wa tch me as I cut on all heavy lines.
arrows and fold the paper backwards.
large ones meet.

Surprise!

See I place mY thumbs on the large

Now I follow the arrows until the two

The archangel is able to stand up.

this picture horne, place it somewhere so that all may see it.
Michael and ask him to protect you.

When you take
Pray to Saint

r
123
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Creation

Instructions for Pages 15 and 16

Objectives:

To narrate the story of how everything came to be.

To provide practice in aiding the children to remember the story of creationa
To instill gratitude and love towards God for creating this beautiful worl •
Motivation:

There was no earth.
Trinity.
happy.

you know that a long, long time ago, there was no heaven?

~d

There were no angels.

There was onlY God, the Blessed

God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost were very, very
But God the Father wanted you and everyone to be happy with Him in His

heavenly home.

That is why God created the world-and you.

Presentation:
was dark and empty,

"In the beginning God created heaven and earth."l But it
80

He separated the light from the cW.'l:"Kness.

"He called

the light nay, and the darkness Night. n2
God said, "Let there be a firmament.

And God called the firmament Hea-

ven. n .3
Then God separated the land from the water.

"He called the dry land earth

and the water 8ea8 ...4 Fruit and grass were to grow upon the earth.
God also created two grea t lights:

the sun and the moon.

He told hundred!

and hundreds of stars to twinkle at night.
God made the fish of many colors and every size to swim in the waters.
made the birds, large and small, to fly in the air.

l( Qenesis 1.1.)
2(Oenesis 1.5.)
.3(Genesis 1.8.)
4(Genesis 1.10.)

He

.....

12,
When all these things were created, God made the animals.

Last of all,

when the world was created, God made a man named Adam and a woman named F.ve.
He placed them in a beautiful garden called paradise.
Practical Application:
tion.

Today we are going to make a booklet on the crea-

Cut on the heavy line.

Find the pic-

This is the sign, or symbol, for the Blessed tri-

ture with the three circles.
nity:

Now you have two strips of paper.

God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost.

Circles, you see the name of the booklet.
and turn it to the opposite side.

Next to the three

It says, "Creation."

Take this page

Now you see the picture of night and day.

place this page on your desk.
Find the picture showing land and water on one Side, a nd the sun and moon
on the other side.
your desk.

place this sheet on top of the page that you had placed on

Fold your papers.

We are ready to read our picture booklet.

Open

your booklet to page number one and say, "Dear God, thank You for creAting
night and day."

Continue with:

"Dear God, thank you for the heavens" for land

and water, sun and moon, birds and fish, beasts and man.
prayer:

Night and day, bless the Lord;

and water, bless the Lord;
the Lord;

You may also say this

All the heavens, bless the Lord; Land

Sun and moon, bless the Lord;

Beasts and man, bless the Lord;

Birds and fish, bles

All creation, bless the Lord •

.....
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saint Joachim and saint Anne
Objectives:

Instructions for Page 23

To introduce the parents of Mary.

To explain their longing for and anticipation of the Redeemer.
To stimulate in the children a desire to cul ti va te a cheerful disposition.
Hoti va tion:

The story that you will hear today vdll tell you about Vary 's

mother and father.

Since you love };fary so much, I a'll sure you will Y,ant to

hear something about her dear parents.
Presentation:

Long, long ago there lived a very holy man named Joachim,

who had a wife named Anne.
They would say,

ItDear

Joachim and Anne often prayed for a little child.

God, bless our home and send us a little child. II

Hany years passed and Joachim and Anne were now old.

It seemed that God

had not heard their prayers, for their home was not blessed with children.
This made them sad.
One bright, sunny day Anne was in the garden.
pened that made Anne very, very happy.

Something wonderful hap-

She learned that God had heard her pray

ers and would grant her wish.
On september eighth a little child was born to them.
love," cried Anne.

"She is our joy and

"We shall call her Mary," said Joachim.

Mary r,rew as all children grow, and before long she was learning to talk
and walk.

Anne taught her to pray as soon as she was able to speak.

Mary always had God in her little heart, for she saw God in all things
I

around her.

She saw Him in fleecy clouds, in high :'!1.ountains, in shady trees,

in running brooks, in birds and flowers, for everything reminded her of the One
who made them all.
Can you picture the child Mary walking lightly along the garden path water
I
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ing the pretty flowers?

She seemed to smile at them, and they to smile back at

her.
Li t tle Mary, teach me your gentle ways.

Practical Application:

After I cut on all heavy lines, I ldll have two

separate pieces with which to make a lovely set-up.

('l'eacher demonstrates.)

I take the long narrow strip, fold it on the dotted lines, and place J!l1
thumbs on the large arrow.

If I follow the arrows and slide the cut part until

the two arron meet, I will have a garden with pretty floweree
piece and fold it on the dotted lines.
Mary as she waters the flowers.

ly picture of l(a.r1J.

80

Now I place lI&ry in the center.

Watch

I am sure you will be hapPY' to have such a love I-

If you look on the other side of Mary's picture, you will

see a picture of her parente.
book

I take rq other

Do not loee the pieces.

Put them awar in a scrapl-

that 'you may show them to your friends.
I
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Noah

Instructions for Fage 31
Objectives:

To explain through the story of Noah that sin 1s abominable in

the eyes of Ood.
To stiMUlate a desire to be a friend of God by keeping away from Bin.
Motivation:
as they should.

Many

years after God created this world, people did not live

yet these people were not sorry for being so Wicked.

and his family tried to obey the laws of God.

Only Noah

This story 'Will prove to you that

God must punish sin, and that He takes special care of those who love Him.
Presentation:
little rooms.

one day God spoke to Noah and told him to build an ark With

He told him just how high, how long, and how wide it should be.

The great ark would have to be very strong and large, because all kinde ot animals and birds were to stay in it for many days.

Iou

SM,

God told Noah that

there was going to be a terrible nood if man did not stop sinning.

When loah

told the people what God had s&1d, they just laughed and did not listen to the
holy man's words.
Noah and his sona began to build the ark.

finally it was finished.
[ark.

Very soon,

-1lT,

It took them a long time, but

many animals were seen coming to the

Some crawled; others hopped or ran; birds ot every size new into the ark.

Noah and his family were the last to go in.

An angel of the Lord olosed the

door.
Suddenly it began to rain.
forty nights.

Soon the earth

If&S

"And rain fell upon the earth forty days and
oovered with water ...

were drowned, but God took care of the ark.

l(Genesis 7.12.)

l

i l l the wicked people

It noated on and on, but when the

'

.\\

.'
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rain stopped, the ark rested on a high mountain top.
After some time, Noah sent out a raven to see if the water had gone down,
but the raven returned.

Next, he sent

8.

dove but it also returned.

seven more days and sent the dove out again.

He waited

In the evening it came back carI7-

ing an olive branch with green leaves in its mouth.

Noa.h now knew that the

waters were going down but he waited seven dqs more and then sent the dove out
again.

This time it did not come back.

Qod spoke to Noah and said, "00 out of the ark. ,,2

The first thing the

family did atter leaving the ark was to kneel down to thank Qod for saving them
from the terrible flood.

SUddenly they saw a beautiful rainbow in the sky.

This was a sign and a prOmise that God would not punish the whole world with
another nood.
Practical Applioation:

Here is the pioture ot the ark that Noah build.

I

fold back both sides of the ark, open the side door, and put the plank near the
doorway.

Plaoe the animals near the ark.

(Teaoher demonstrates.)

home today, tell the story to your mother and father.

When you go

Show them how the ele-

phants marohed uPl how the bears walked into the ark; hOlf the birds new in.
Tell the story to ;your friends.
of Noah and his ark.

I am sure everyone wUl enjoy the story

Keep all the pictures, for some day you 11I&y want to play

wi th the ark and the animals.
.

i

2(Genesis 8.16.)

II,

I

I
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Instructions for page 39

Joseph

,I

,II

Objeoti ves:

'1'0

impress upon the children the fact that God watohes over

UII •

I

To help the children realize the truth that forgiveness is pleasing to God.
To illustrate this truth with examples from the life of Joseph.
Uotivation:

The story that you will hear today will show you how God

watches over those who love Him.
Presentation:
BOns.

Many years ago there lived a man named Jacob who had twelve

The father gave Joseph, his youngest son, a ooat of many colors.

This

made the boy very happy, but when his brothers saw the new coat of pretty colore,
they were jealous.

one

night Joseph had a strange dream.

were tying sheaves.

suddenly Joseph's sheaf stood up straight and all the othel

sheaves bowed before him.
oame very angry.

He dreamt that he and his brothers

When he told his brothers about the dream, they be-

They did not like to think that they would have to bow before

Joseph.
Soon after this, Jacob told Joseph to go and see how his brothers were taking care of the sheep.

I

one of the brothers who saw Joseph ooming Baid, "Look,

here oomes the dreamer. tI

As Joseph oame closer to them, they took hold of him

and threw him into a pit.

Later, while the brothers were eating lunch, some

men passed who were on their way to Egypt, so they pulled Joseph out of the pit
and sold him to these strangers.

Poor Joseph begged them not to do this, but
I

their hearts were filled with jealousy, and they did not oare to listen.
The brothers killed a goat and dipped Joseph's new coat into the

blood~

Returning home, they pretended to be sad and said, "Look, father, a wild animal
must have eaten Joseph.
cried and cried.

His coat is spattered with blood."

Jaoob sat down and

Ii

r

,I
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One day Pharoah, the king of Egypt, called Joseph, who was now liVing in this
land, to explain a dream that he had dreamt.

Joseph explained the meaning of

the dream so well that the king made him the chief steward.
It happened that many people did not have anything to eat.

that one could get tood in Egypt, so he sent his ten sons to this land.
before Joseph, they bowed low and asked for food.
but the brothers did not know MIn.
Joseph."

Coming

Joseph knew them at once,

Sometime later he said, "I am your brother

They were surprised and frightened.

said Joseph.

'i:

Jacob heard

"Do not be afraid, I forgive Tou, ~

fJGo and tell Jacob, 1I13' father, that I am alive."

It was hard tor

Jacob to believe this, but soon he was on his way to meet Joseph, whom he bad
not seen for many years.
Practical Appl1cation:

See what we have here:

may color his new coat any way you Wish.
what you think is a beautiful coat.

a pioture of J08eph.

You

Use your lavorite oolors, and show

Cut it out and put it on Joseph.

U8

,II
( i:
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Instructions for Page

Moses

Objectives:

i
: '

47

To call attention to the fact that God takes care of all who

call on Him for help.
To illustrate the efficacy of prayer.
Motivation:

After Joseph became ruler of Egypt, many Jewish people, or

Israelites, as they were called, moved to this new land.
Joseph died, the kings of Egypt did not like these people.
soldiers this order:

Years later when
One of them gave his

"Go, search for all the Israelite baby boys, and throw

them into the river."
you will hear what happened to a 11 ttle Israelite baby boy and how God
saved him from being drowned.
Presentation:

One Jewish mother watched her little child and prayed, "Dear

God, please keep II\Y' baby sate.

Help me to hide him from the bad soldiers."

God

heard the mother's prayer and gave her a wonderful idea.
She called her daughter

M1ria~

and they both started down to the riverbank.

"Now let us get to work and make a basket from these bulrushes," said the mother

,

I'
I

In and out the.y wove the long reeds and before long a basket was made for the
little one.
coming in.

They put mud and pitch between the cracks to keep the water from
Then the mother put her little boy inside the basket, and slipped it

into the water among the rushes.

Miriam hid in the tall grass to watch her baby

brother.
Soon a princess lTi th her maids came walking along the river bank.

When the

princess saw the strange-looking basket, she told the maids to bring it to her.
As they lifted the lid of the basket, the little brown-eyed baby began to cry.
The princess felt sorr,y for the tiny child.

Just then Uiriam ran out from her
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hiding place and asked, "Dear Princess, do you want me to find someone to take
care of this little boy?"

"Yes, I do," answered the lady.

told her mother what had happened.
bank.

Miriam ran home and

In no time they were both back at the river-

The princess asked, "Will you take care ot this child.

for doing

80.

When he is older, bring him back to

child into her arms, she whispered:

me."

I will pay you

As the mother took the

"0 thank You J God, for saving II\Y child."

When the child grew up, the mother took him to the palace.

ItI will call

him Moses," sa1 d the princess, "because I took him out of the water. ,,1 And she
did.

Practical Application:

Your friends will be glad to hear the stor,y of

little Moses, and have a picture of him as a babe in the basket.
Watch me as I cut on all the heavy lines.
my picture will stand up.

Shall we put the bulrushes in tront ot the basket?

There, now the cut-out is finished.
projects?

l(Exodus 2.10.)

Atter I told on the dotted lines

Would you also like to make one of these
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hiding place and asked, "Dear Princess, do you want me to find someone to take
care of this little boy?

I'

"Yes, I do," answered the lady'.

told her mother what had happened.
bank.

Miriam ran home and

In no time they were both back at the ri ver-

The princess asked, "Will you take care of this child.

for doing so.

When he is older, bring him back to me."

I will pay you

As the mother took the

child into her arms, she whispered: "0 thank You, God, tor saving my child."
When the child grew up, the mother took him to the palaoe.

"I will call

him fIo888," 8aid the princess, "because I took him out of the water. tt

1

And ahe

did.

Practical Application:

Your friends will be glad to hear the story or 11 tt e

)(ose8, and have a picture of him as a babe in the basket.
Watch me as I cut on all the heavy lines.
my picture will stand up.

Shall we put the bulrushes in front

There, now the cut-out is fini8hed.
project8?

l(,ExoduS 2.10.)

Atter I told on the dotted lines ~

ot the basket?

Would you also like to make one ot these

-I
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Instructions for Pages 55 and 56

David

Objectives:

To stimulate a desire to learn more about the Old Testament.

To provide a pop-up cut-out to help the pupils in relating stories from th
life of David.
Motivation:

Here is an interesting story about navid, a poor shepherd boy

who became a king.

This is an Old Testament story, and it ma;y be found in a

book called the Sacred Scriptures, or the Bible.
stories about God.
by yourself.

In this book there are maq;y

When you grow older, you will be able to read more stories

You will love this Book because it is here that you will learn

how to love God better.
Presentation:

'Oavid was a little shepherd boy.

one day his father asked

him to take some food to his brothers who were serving in King Saul t s &r1l\V'.

As

he walked along, he saw the king·s army standing on one side of the hill, while
the arl'l\V of their enel'l\V stood on the other side.
stood in front of this army and shouted:
fight me."

A big giant named Goliath

"I dare anyone of you to come and

David then asked, "Why does not someone go and fight the giant?"

He was told that no one dared to go because everyone was afraid.
"I will go.

Let

1118

:oavid said,

.fight the giant. It

When King Saul heard that David wanted to fight the giant, he said, nDavid
my boy, you are too young."

David answered, "l(r King" one day while I was tak-

ing care of my father's sheep" I killed a bear and a lion that tried to steal
a little lamb.

please let me fight this giant."

King Saul took off his own armor and had it placed on David" but these
clothes were so heavy that he could not move.
not want him to wear armor" he took it off.

Because David knew that Qod did
Then the brave lad took his sling-

shot and five little pebbles from his wallet.
When the giant sa.w ))avid coming to meet him, he said many unkind things to
him, but David pretended not to hear.
name of the Lord. It

Instead he said, "I oome to thee in the

David put his hand into his wallet, took out a. little pebble

and shot it with his sling.

The pebble struok Goliath on the forehead, killing

When the enemy saw that their leader had been killed, the)" began to run

him.

a.way, and King Saul's arm,y won the battle.
Practical Application:

After you have colored the picture on both sides 01

the paper, fold on the dotted lines.
!)lv1d.

Tell your mother and rather the stor;y or

When you come to the part about Goliath, f'lip back the top of the page.

Your mother and father will now see Qoliath standing before David.

P'inish the

story by telling your parents hoW' God proteoted David.

I

I.!

I

1
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Dmiel

Instructions for Pages 63 and 64

Objecti ves;

To review the articles of fai tJl which state that there 1s but

one true Qod.
To show how Daniel remained true to his faith.
To point out how God rewarded Daniel by working
Motivation:

cl

miracle.

Have you ever heard of anyone who was thrown into a lion's dell

and then came out alive?

No, indeed, not unless God worked a miraole.

Let us

see what happened in the oase of Daniel.
Presentationr
that he had.

King Dariua loved Daniel because he was the best offioer

Daniel believed in the true God, but Darius and his people, who

were called Babylonians, worshipped a huge dragon.

The king said to Daniel, "You oannot say that this dragon ie not a living
Daniel said, "I adore the Lord D\Y God tor He is the living

god.

Adore him."

God.

Give me permission and I will kill the dragon without sword or olub."l

The king said, uYes, I give you permission."
Daniel took pi toh and fat and hair, and boiled them together; and he made
lumps and put them into the dragon's lIlOuth. tt2
The Babylonians became very angry.

us Daniel, or else we will kill you."

This made the dragon die.

They oame to the king and said, "Oive
The bad men took Daniel and threw him in-

to the den of lions.
During the week, the king oould not forget Daniel, and on the aeventh day

he went over to the den.

When Darius looked in and saw 1)m1el a1 tting in the

midst of the lions. he oould b.ar<Uy believe what he eaw. "The king oried out

14.23-25.)
2 (Daniel 14.26.)

l(Daniel

II
~I i

II
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with a loud voice saying,· 'Great art Thou, 0 Lord the

Ii. of Daniel. f

It

Be

drn him out ot the lion's den)
Atter Daniel was taken out at the den, the king told all the people to lov.
Dan1el'. God, Who saved him and did not let the lions eat him.
Practioal Application:
1s in store tor you.

Here is a pioture ot Daniel; but wait, a surprise

Watch _ out these pieces.

See, I cut on all the heavy

linea, and told on the.e dotted lines near .Dsniel.

and place the bars in tront ot the den.

There'

I cut out the white strips

Be sure to tell the story to

Tour friends and show them hoW Daniel looked in the lionts den.

I

I
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
Summary of Findings

We Love God has a definite goal which is in total agreement wi th the mind
of Pope Pius XI, who defines the purpose of Christian errucation, "that the
child be formed to live a supernatural life in Christ ••• and to display 1t 1n all
his actions."

The aim of ca.tholic educa.tion 1s to build the image of Christ in

every soul and to produce the true and finished man of character ••• who thinks,
judges and acts constantly and consistently in accordanoe with the right reason
illumtned by daily living.1t
Heeding this exhortation, the Guided Activities take into consideration
the Whole child.

It considers those philosophical, psychological, and sociolo-

gical factors that aid in understanding the young child.

For developing Ghrist-

likeness, it presents a series of practical virtues to help the child think,
judge, and act in accordance wi th right reason.

Christ, His Mother Mary, the

Saints, and the Biblical stories are the ideals set before him.
GUlDEn ACTIVITIES IN RELIGION is a forward step in enabling the young
child to grasp that body of truths which will have a lasting infiuence on hi.
life and work.

The activities in the book are a logical sequence of devices

directing the mind of the child for the reception of religious truths.
GUIDED ACTIVITIF"s IN RELIGION place great emphasiS on kinesthetic experiences.

The beautiful pictures in the workbook appeal to the eye, making-and-doinS

1,1

1$2
acti vi ties give life and variety to the religion class.

And telling the story

aloud provides the shy child with an opportunity to lose himself in a character.
The book-when used to supplement the religion course--can transform the
souls of 11 ttle ones into the likeness of Christ.
results when used by a good teacher.

The book will achieve untold

It serves as a vital link between the

teacher, the child, and the home, for it helps give parents a positive interest
in the practice of religion by their little ones.
GUIDED ACTIVITIF..s IN

ru~LIGION

of children in primary grades.

are designed for and adapted to the interest

The Guided Activities are not intended

&8

a

course in religionj they may, however, be used advantageously" with any curriculum.
Organization
The general organizing structure is a one year program, planned with specific activities for practicing a different virtue each week.

The aotivities are

arranged according to the 11 turgical cycle and include a story from the Lite ot
OUr Lord, the Ufe

ot the Blessed Virgin

story for eaoh month.

Mary, a life of some saint, and a Bible

Because of the child's short interest span, the units of

work are simple, concise and interesting.

centers of interest are established

for the young and based on promoting intellectual .. social-emotional, and sp1ritual growth.
The particular objectives cited in the lessons are consistently aimed at
developing Christlike daily living.

In order to produce a cumulative effect,

the activities devised to promote virtue are organized to reenforce one another.
Since oharacter eduoation is intended to promote Virtue, practicing the virtues
in each activity provides recurrence and continuity.

Sequenoe of practices

1,3
correlated with constructional units, story telling, dramatization, and creative
activity seek to increase the development of virtuous living in daily' life.

In

the project relative to Mary's birthday, the practice suggests that the children think of Vary and say, "Dear God, I thank you for creating MaX')"'. "

Each

accomplishment brings a reward, and the children are permitted to color one ot

Mary's birthday gifts.

In the creation booklet, the illustrations acquaint the

pupils with the story of creation.
thank you for the heavens .. " etc.

The pupils are instructed to say I "Dear Qod ..
Thankfulness is brought out in other projects

and end with the Queen of Spring where the children repeat:
you for the Queen of Spring."

"Dear God, thank

At a higher level, the Quided Activities correla-

ted with other lessons, tend to promote self-expression by means of discussion
and planning.
Integration
Integration which refers to the horizontal relationship helps the students
to unify the total behaviour pattern.

They are not learning and practicing aim-

lessly, but growing in many ways through meaningful experimentation, observation, and wi de experiences.

Working independently offers the children an oppor-

tunity to think, evaluate, execute, and share.

These aotivities result in group

oonversation and self-expression not only in religion olass but in language
arts, in science, in social studies, and in certain number concepts.
The organizing principles which 'Weave these threads increase breadth
application and range of activity.

ot

Telling ideas and simple experiences to in-

formal groups will be followed by building techniques of give and take in di8lCussions and conversations which they can later apply to their own lit. 8ituations.

The use ot independent work will terminate beyond planning to using
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appropriate resources and using sCientific approaches culminating in creative
~ting.

We hope and pray that the personality of Christ will influence the con

duct and appeal to the generous hearts of adolescence, for that personality with
its beauty, charm, and nobility cannot fail to make a living appeal to youth.
How rich we are in the examples ot saints, where as they live to inspire enthusiastic youth to heroic moral courage and effort in building up their characters
Thus it shows how the major elements are long-range items that develop over the
years and provide relationship to various other fields in the school curriculum.
Observer's Check List for Evaluation
Since aims serve a basis for experiences and activities, it is by them that
progress is measured.

The learning experiences or being acquainted wi th the

tife of our Lord, vary, the saints, and Biblical storios are associated with viz.
The aims correlated with these learning experiences are development ot

tues.

spiritual strength, character, personality, and self-control.

The tollowi'ng

check list will aid in determining and evaluating the learning experiences in
practicing virtue.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Does the child show interest in the story?
Were questions asked by the pupil to expand his knowledge?
Do the illustrations aid the child's imagination and help him see and
teel the truth that is proposed?
Is there an awareness ot how the virtue may be incorporated into
daily 11ving?
Does the child spontaneously desire to learn more about Qod and the
saints?
Does the child grasp the right principles ot conduct?
Do parents comment whether the child tries to practice some of the
virtues at home?
Was there enthusiam and cooperation in bringing various pictures
and other articles relative to the particular constructional project
in process?
Were the activities discussed with other members and actual partiCipation noted?
Were books relating to the saints and God sought trom the reading table ~
Does the exterior deportment give evidenoe ot living close to Jesus?
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